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Connections
research for a sustainable future
		

Engagement & linkages
The Institute’s research is
far greater than research
outputs such as publications
and reports. In recognition of this, and in line with
expected reporting requirements, greater emphasis is
being placed on recording
details of members’ engagement activities. Check out
how we engage and link with
other organisations and the
community at the regional,
national and international

scales.

		

Research Impacts

Just what are the impacts of
the research undertaken by
members of the Institute?
While not always easy to
measure, this issue details
three examples of where
research findings have, are
or may contribute to policy
and management decisions
in the regional, national and
international context. The
examples are: Water ecosystem health, which showcases
ILWS involvement in the monitoring of Commonwealth environmental water; a
brief which outlines potential policy implications on Sustainable Fisheries and
Irrigation Expansion in Lao PDR: Incorporating fish passage into sustainable
development practices and policy in Lao PDR; and a PhD study on Sloane’s
Froglet which has led to consideration and preservation of the froglet’s habitat
in new housing developments. More

						
Contributions
Two Institute members, Professor
Gary Luck and Professor John Blackwell, are no longer active Institute
members but both have contributed
greatly to the work of the Institute in
their many years of association. Read
more about Professor Gary Luck and the work he has done on page 22, and
about Professor John Blackwell on page 24.
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That includes wondering if we can
do more to prepare our postgraduates and early career researchers
for employment with different sectors
of industry. And, also those more
established researchers who would
like a career change and a move into
industry.
A part of this may be realised
through thinking through our institutional links with industry or the
applied sectors of government, or the
many community and non-governmental organisations that intersect
with our research interests.

more formal links

The Vice Chancellor’s Forum
last week contained an incredibly
interesting session with a number
of students being asked to provide
their views on various aspects of the
University’s operations, including
teaching and learning.
I found this an insightful session with
many messages for the audience. It
also had me reflecting on the changes that have occurred since the time
I was an undergraduate student and
puzzling over the difference between
the dedicated and effective lecturers
and the others.
We were similarly pondering the differences between and the value of
basic versus applied research, not
that we had a clear idea where the
line of differentiation between them
actually occurred.

engagement & impact
I’m still not sure if I can draw such a
line, even if I wanted to do. But I am
interested in the inter-related issues
of engagement and impact that the
university sector has recently paid
more attention to.
Granted, this interest does in part
come from my history of working
with the agricultural and mining sectors, and also with local communities, but there is also much more.

Another, part may come from having
more formal links with such organisations, such as through research
precincts or business parks, as some
universities have successfully done,
and is being done through the CSU
Agripark in Wagga, or direct engagement as CSU has done with SEGRA,
for example.
With this in mind I’m very keen to
touch base with those within ILWS
who are keen to explore or extend
such activities, and in particular,
help extend our research base and
impact.
I see this as occurring locally to
internationally and in many different ways, and with some obvious
as well as unexpected benefits, as
well as innovative and imaginative
outcomes.
It is already happening – can we do
more?

New Projects
Murray Small-bodied threatened
fish project. Baumgartner, L., Silva,
L. & Kopf, S. (2017) NSW Department of Primary Industries/Murray
LLS, $52,000
This project, which sits under the
Biodiversity Conservation research
theme, will survey a range of sites
in the Murray Valley to determine
the status of Galaxias rostratus and
Southern pygmy perch. It will also
support an honours student who will
report on habitat associations for
pygmy perch.
Macca’s in the Mannus, Macquarie
Perch Refuge in the Upper Murray.
Baumgartner, L., Silva, L., Kopf, S.
(2017) NSW Department of Primary
Industries/Murray LLS, $120,000
This project, which sits under the
Biodiversity Conservation research
theme, seeks to document the
response of Macquarie perch to dam
failure, and subsequent replacement, on Mannus Creek Dam. The
project will determine species status
and determine future management
strategies.
Fishing for answers: Unlocking
spawning secrets of Australian
native fish. Baumgartner, L., Silva,
L., Thiem, J. (2016-2020) Recreational Fishing Trust. $100,000
This projects sits under both the
Environmental Water and the
Biodiversity Conservation research
themes. It will use a range of innovative approaches to determine spawning times and locations of golden
perch across the Murray-Darling
Basin.
Complementary measures for
native fish. Baumgartner, L. (2017)
CSIRO/Murray-Darling Basin Authority. $33,000
This project, which sits under the
Environmental Water research
theme, is a scoping project that will
use expert elicitation and Bayesian
approaches to determine an investment strategy for the federal government regarding the use of complementary measures to bring about
environmental outcomes.
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In search of the elusive Mekong
salmon. Baumgartner, L. & An, V.V.
(PhD student), (2016-2018), National
Geographic Society Research Grant,
$30,080

Environmental Monitoring and
Training for Aboriginal Communities. Wassens, S., Allan, C.,
Whitsed, R. & Bond, J. (2017-2018)
DECC, $20,000

The role that Deltas play in sustain basin-scale fisheries in the
Mekong and Irrawaddy Rivers.
Baumgartner L., & An, V.V. (PhD
student) (2017-2020) Delft - IHE.
$30,127

The influence of invasive predators and fire regimes on northern
quolls. Nimmo, D. & Moore, H. (PhD
student) (2017-2020), Department of
Parks and Wildlife WA, $78,000.

This project, which sits under the
Sustainable Development (International) research theme, will use a
range of innovative approaches to
determine spawning times and locations of ocean-dependent fish across
the Lower Mekong Basin and also in
Myanmar.
Billabong-Yanco Creek Wetland
Monitoring Proposal. Wassens,
S., Wilson, B., Walcott, A., Hall, A. &
Wolfenden, B. (2017-2018) Murray
LLS, $80,218
Short Term Intervention Monitoring-waterbird and prey responses
to inundation of the Western
Lakes. Jenkins, K., Wolfenden, B.
Wassens, S. (2016-2017) CEWO,
$52,983
2016-2017 Murrumbidgee Bird
Breeding Event. Brandis, K.
(UNSW), Spencer, J. (NSW OEH);
Wassens, S. (2016-2017) CEWO,
$142,191 (Contract variation for the
LTIM project)
2016-2017 Murrumbidgee Targeted
Hypoxic Blackwater Monitoring.
Wassens, S., Wolfenden, B., Walcott,
A. (2016-2017) CEWO, $8,545 (Contract variation for the LTIM project)
Blue-green algal monitoring in
the Edward-Wakool River System.
Watts, R., Howitt, J. & McCasker, N.
(2016) CEWO, $106,476 (Contract
variation for the LTIM project) Project
Details
Study on using irrigation infrastructure to deliver environmental
water to create refuges during
hypoxic events. Watts, R., Howitt,
J. (2016) CEWO $38,387 (Contract
variation for the LTIM project) Project
Details

Ecology of the northern quoll
(Dasyurus hallucatus) in the
Pilbara. Nimmo, D. & Moore, H.
(PhD student) (2017-2018), Holsworth Wildlife Research Endowment,
$5500
Evaluation of Women in Future
Innovation Program. Black, R.
(2017) Mid North Coast Local Health
District, $5000
Germination trials of grassy
woodland species. Price, J. (2017)
Goulburn Broken CMA, $3000.
Community reforestation for
biodiversity and livelihood diversification in Timor-Leste. Millar, J.
(2017-2021), UK Darwin Initiative
Fund, $528,703.
This project, in Timor-Leste, sits
under the Sustainable Development
(International) research theme and
is project leader Dr Joanne Millar’s
second success in securing funding
from the UK Darwin Initiative Fund.
The project will work with two farming communities in the central mountain area of Laclubar to develop and
research agroforestry and forest
regeneration with carbon accreditation. Partners include Group Training Northern Territory (GTNT) who
will facilitate carbon monitoring,
Project site in Laclubar, Timor Leste

Dr Joanne Millar with Director of Biodiversity Protection, Mr Rui Pires.

accreditation and sales. World Vision
International will facilitate farmer
managed natural regeneration and
Raebia, a local NGO will assist with
agroforestry development. Biodiversity surveys and education will be
conducted by Dr Alexandra Knight.
Drs Joanne Millar and Jennifer
Bond will carry out social research
on farmer learning and livelihood
impacts. Jorge Ramos, a forestry
researcher, will be employed as a
part time project officer to coordinate
activities. The project began on July
1 this year and will run to June 30,
2020.
Powering Down: an energy
efficiency education project.
Masterman-Smith, H., Rafferty, J. &
Sheahan, M. and Albury City Council. (2017) NSW Environment Trust,
$100,000
Can excluding feral livestock
from waterholes recreate refuges
for savannah birds? Massaro, M.,
Nimmo, D., Price, J. & Mihailou, H.
(PhD student) (2017-2020) Hermon
Slade Foundation, $72,224.
This project, which sits under the
Biodiversity Conservation theme,
will investigate whether feral livestock exclusion (complete exclusion and regulated exclusion trials)
can restore degraded waterholes in
tropical savannah ecosystems. The
ecological impact of different feral
livestock densities on vegetation
cover, water and soil quality, and the
flow on effects on the nest survival,
foraging behaviours, population sizes
and diversity of savannah birds in
Limmen National Park, N.T. will be
measured.
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Project Updates
Indigenous land management
Can Indigenous land management
forestall an extinction crisis?
Nimmo, D. (2017-2020) ARC Discovery Early Career Researcher Award,
$372,000 and Can Indigenous fire
management restore mammal
communities? Nimmo, D., Bird,
R.B. (Pen. State University), Bird,
D. (Pen. State University), Richie,
E. (Deakin University), (2016-2019)
Hermon Slade Foundation, $85,971
There has been months of planning
and preparation but ecologist Dr
Dale Nimmo is now out in the field
and setting up 140 camera traps for
what will be his biggest research
undertaking to date.
For what is essentially the one major
project funded by the ARC and the
Hermon Slade Foundation, Dale is
looking at whether Indigenous land
management practices, in particular fire management, can enhance
Australian mammal communities and
restore biodiversity.
The study will be one of the biggest
of its kind. The project is focussed
on the Martu people who live in the
Western Desert (The Western Desert
is described as a cultural region in
central Australia. It covers about
600,000 square kilometres of arid
Australia in the Northern Territory,
South Australia and Western Australia.
The Martu have Native Title rights
over a huge area – 13 million hasurrounding Karlamilyi National Park.
They have a long, relatively unbroken history on the land and are still
using a fire burning regime that their
ancestors would have used).
The project got under way earlier
this year. In February, Dale visited
Pennsylvania State University in
the U.S. and research colleagues,
anthropologists Associate Professor
Doug Bird and Professor Rebecca
Bird, to begin selecting landscapes
for the study. Doug and Rebecca
have well-established relationships
with the Martu developed over many
visits over the 15 years.

CSU’s Spatial Data Analysis Network
(SPAN) team—Simon McDonald and
Deanna Duffy—have assisted with
quantifying the different landscape
properties such as the fire history of
the landscape using maps that Doug
and Rebecca have built.
“We’ve been able to start selecting
fire mosaics, mosaics with different fire history, across the Western
Desert centred on the Parnngurr
community, ” says Dale. “We’ve
selected landscapes close to the
community and far away because
that helps to capture the influence
of the indigenous community on the
biodiversity.”
Selecting the most suitable sites
was just the start. Large amounts of
equipment has had to be sent to the
remote Western Australian town of
Newman, about 400 km west of the
Parnngurr community. The equipment sent includes camera traps,
star pickets, flywire (which had to be
cut up so it could be used to tunnel
animals beneath the cameras), 300
tea infusers (little baits of peanut
butter and seeds will be put in the
infusers to help attract the animals
to the cameras), cork tiles (which will
be placed under the cameras and
impregnated with tuna oil to attract
predators) …and then camping gear.
“There’s been a huge amount of
logistics to get everything in place,”
says Dale who was assisted in this
task by members of the Institute’s
business team.
On Sunday, June
25, Dale and
his volunteer
helper and former
honours student
Leanne Greenwood flew to
Newman where
they met with
briefly with Doug
(who had been
in the Western
Desert but was
flying back to
the U.S.) and
Rebecca (who
joined Dale and
Leanne), picked
up two 4WDs,
and travelled the
400 km (a 14

hour drive because of the conditions)
to the Parnngur community.
The plan is that after three days
with the community, the team would
“work outwards from the community to the more remote parts of the
region, areas where people rarely
go, and look for areas that have few
signs of recent use by Martu.”
“The beauty of the camera traps is
that you can leave them in place for
long periods of time and they record
everything that passes by,” says
Dale. “At each of the 70 sites, we will
have one camera focussed on the
predators (dingoes, foxes and cats)
so they will be positioned to look
outwards; and another facing downwards which is better to capture
things like bilbies, mulgara (a kind of
mini-quoll), dunnarts, antechinus and
other small native marsupials.”
Dale is expecting that the downward
facing cameras will also pick other
native species such as goannas
including Australia’s largest goanna,
the perentie
“The idea is that maybe in those
areas close to the Parnngur homelands, firstly, the fire regime being
implemented creates more diverse
habitats so you get more of the
native marsupial species,” says
Dale. “Secondly and potentially, you
get more dingoes in closer proximity
to the community for various reasons
and a consequence of that is that
you might get fewer feral cats.

Dr Dale Nimmo has spent months preparing for his biggest
research undertaking to date.
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“The burning regime, because it
enhances the amount of older vegetation that remains—you don’t get
the huge intense wildfires sweeping
through—offers native animals shelter and protection which also potentially helps reduce the impact of feral
cats and dingoes.”

data, in hand, and
since 2015 we’ve
got acoustic data
as well,” says Dave.
“It’s very different data. These
machines are on
24 7.”

This field trip the team are spending
two and a half weeks in the field. The
plan is to leave the cameras in situ
for up to a year before they return
to get the camera’s information
depending on how many cameras
they get set up this time round.

Dr Maggie
Watson had been
employed as postdoc and Dave still
has a number of
students assisting
with the project
including two PhD
students from QUT,
Jason Wimmer and
Jesse Cappadona.
Students helping to delpoy an acoustic monitor in Sturt
Currently Honours
National Park
student David Smith
(CSU) is working
tor biodiversity across Australia.
with Dave going through the data
(2017-2020) ARC Linkage Infrastruccollected by the recorders.
ture, Equipment and Facilities project

Dale will be accompanied by members of the community. “Some of
them want to visit country that they
don’t normally get to see,” he says.
“Trips to remote country are always
popular.”

Bio-Acoustic Observatory
Bio-Acoustic Observatory: Engaging Birdwatchers to Monitor Biodiversity by Collaboratively Collecting and Analysing Big Audio Data.
Roe, P. (QUT), Brereton, M. (QUT),
& Watson, D,M. (2014-2017) (Dr
Maggie Watson had been employed
as Post-doctoral research fellow.)
ARC Discovery grant Total $477
000, Led by QUT. ILWS subcontract
$152,940
Four permanent acoustic monitoring
stations have been placed along four
creek lines in Sturt National Park, in
western NSW, that Professor David
Watson has been surveying continuously since 2002.
“So we have 15 years of historic
An accoustic monitor

“We are looking at what the recorders have detected; how that compares with what species we know
lives along those creek lines from
our previous surveys; and, if they are
there and we can find them acoustically, what’s happening when we are
not there,” says Dave.
“It’s the classic thing of when a
tree falls in the forest and no one
is around, does it make a sound?
We can answer that question when
we are not there because of these
recorders.
“From a procedural point of view,
it’s has worked well so on the back
of what we have done already, we
went for, and got, a grant to do this
research at a national scale. So
rather than having just four acoustic
recorders in one
national park, we
secured funding for
350 recorders across
Australia.”
The grant the team
was awarded at
the end of last year
was an ARC Linkage Infrastructure,
Equipment and
Facilities (LIEF)
grant - Acoustic
Observatory: a
network to moni-

($900,000) led by Queensland
University of Technology (QUT) with
ILWS team members Watson, D., &
Nimmo, D.

Institutions involved in the project,
other than CSU (ILWS) and QUT, are
University of Queensland, University
of New England and James Cook
University. So far, Dave has made
two trips to Brisbane this year to
meet with project partners to plan
where to site the 350 acoustic monitoring stations around Australia.
The roll out of the recorders has just
begun and is expected to take a
year.
“Importantly all the data we are
collecting is Open Access, it is for
everyone,” says Dave.
His PhD student Liz Znidersic, who is
looking at the detectability of cryptic
birds (Lewin’s rail and other wetland
dependent species) has also been
involved peripherally with this work.
“A lot of the visualisation methods
that were developed for the Sturt
data, for desert data - the long
duration recordings - are also being
applied to her data collected both
from wetlands in Tasmania and in
South Carolina, in the U.S.” says
Dave.
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Groundwater Management
in Pakistan
The Institute and CSU’s position in
the international arena is certainly
being enhanced by an Institute led
project underway in Pakistan.
The four year $2.15M multi-partnered project Improving groundwater management to enhance
agriculture and farming livelihoods is funded by the Australian
Centre for International Agricultural
Research (ACIAR) with substantial
cash and in-kind contributions from
CSU, as well as in-kind contributions
from partners in Pakistan.
The groundwater project was one of
three water-related ACIAR funded
projects launched by the Australian
High Commissioner to Pakistan, Her
Excellency Margaret Adamson at the
Serena Hotel in Pakistan’s capital,
Islamabad on January 31.
Associate Professor Catherine Allan,
one of five ILWS members collaborating with the international research
team, says that the launch was a
formal affair, with supportive speeches provided by the Federal Minister
for Science and Technology, Rana
Tanveer Hussain, and other department heads, government agency
officials and representatives from
As part of a field trip to the Punjab
case study area, Dr Asghar Ali and
PhD student Ali Imran, from University
of Agriculture, Faisalabad (UAF), help
lead a discussion to hear the views of
male farmers from Sher Garh village
area

ACIAR. The
launch was
well attended
by a wide
range of media
and other
interested
organisations.
“It was a big
official launch
with relations
between the
Australian
and Pakistan
governments
cemented,”
says CathAll eyes on Prof Max Finlayson as he delivers his keynote lecerine. “It was
ture on sustainability issues related to groundwater
very much
about Australia
and Pakistan
Water Resources, the lead partner in
working together to alleviate poverty
Pakistan on the project.
through better water management.”
The team was then involved in
The other ILWS members on the
concurrent training sessions at the
team are Professor Max Finlayson,
PMAS Arid Agriculture University
Adjunct Professor Jay Punthakey,
in nearby Rawalpindi with Max a
Dr Michael Mitchell and Dr Richard
speaker at a ‘Literature review and
Culas, all of whom attended the
how to get published’ workshop;
launch. The three projects also took
Catherine and Michael leading a
advantage of the launch to undercatch-up of those leading the particitake workshop activities to strengthpatory rural appraisal activities; and
en collaboration.
Jay organising and presenting at a
two-day groundwater training work“As ACIAR is very interested in
shop. Max also gave a presentation
promoting research with impact, the
at a combined session on environthree projects undertook a combined
mental aspects of water to situate
activity on Impact Pathway Analysis,
the project in the broader context
led by an expert in this field, Ted
of the water cycle and associated
Rowley, so we could benefit from
environmental issues.
each other’s analyses,” says Catherine.
“There were multiple workshops
happening at the university for a few
She explains that Impact Pathway
days,” says Catherine.
Analysis is a reporting framework
that starts by identifying medium and
The ILWS team, minus Max, then
long-term goals for the project, then
travelled to Lahore to visit two other
steps back through the logic to initial
partners on the project, the Punjab
actions/activities.
Irrigation Department and the International Waterlogging and Salinity
“It helps you think: Are those activiResearch Institute. This was followed
ties going to help us reach our longby a two-day field trip further south
term goal?’’, says Catherine. “If so
to one of the proposed case study
what’s the logic in getting there and
areas for the project, known as the
what would you measure to say
Lower Bari Doab Canal Command
whether what you are doing is workarea [a doab is an area of land
ing or otherwise?”
between two rivers].
While in Islamabad the team were
received by the Australian High
Commissioner at her residence, and
were able to tour the head office of
the Pakistan Council of Research in

“The agricultural area in Pakistan is
pretty dry,” says Catherine. “While
numerous irrigation channels supported much of the productivity in
the past, groundwater is becom-
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“We were privileged to observe the
first Participatory Rural Appraisal
activity of the project, and then collaborate with the leadership team on
how to rapidly analyse results from
the activity,” says Catherine.
The team also visited Mitchell
Farms, a large family-owned food
producer and processor, and the
Ganga Power Station, an irrigation
channel hydro power station, one of
only three in the world, which was
built in 1925.

Prof Max Finlayson and Ms Kanza
Javed, the project’s Communications
Manager, at one of the workshops
held at the Arid Agricultural University,
Rawalpindi (UAAR)

ing increasingly important source
of water for irrigation, and this is
creating new economic and environmental problems because of overextraction in some agricultural areas,
and waterlogging in others.
“What we are trying to do with this
project is have case study sites
within the three provinces where
these problems are most acute,
being Balochistan, Punjab and
Sindh, and our desire to work on
these problems together with those
affected is why we are choosing to
use a Participatory Rural Appraisal
approach.”
The field trip took the researchers to
the village of Sher Garh where both
ground and surface water is being
used for irrigation.

Jay made another visit to Pakistan
in April to contribute to a combined
Australian presence at a major Agri
Expo in sponsored by one of the
leading newspapers in Pakistan,
Dawn. He then stayed on in Lahore
to meet with project partners based
there to further secure data acquisition processes that will form the
basis for groundwater modelling,
and visited partners based in Sindh
province to do the same there.

Connnectivity
Connectivity analyses for Slopes
to Summit project. Spooner, P. &
McDonald, S. (2016-2020) Holbrook
Landcare and NSW Environmental
Trust (Bush Connects), $30,000
The principal aim of the project is to
increase connectivity in two specific
study areas in the Slopes to Summit
(S2S) area – between Woomargama
National Park and Table Top Nature
Reserve/Benambra National Park;
and north of Holbrook, straddling
Billabong Creek. Both areas are
mostly private land, with much of the
vegetation endangered
grassy box woodlands.

The Pakistan groundwater project team visit the
Lower Bari Doab case study area in Punjab

“We’re up to the second phase,”
says project leader Dr Peter Spooner. “We’ve been actively working with
the Holbrook Landcare group for the
last three months to carry out the
connectivity analysis and also to help
them prioritise on-ground works for
the project.”
CSU’s Spatial Analysis Officer Simon
MacDonald has been playing a major
role in that work.
“We are still scoping to put a future
Honours student on to ground-truth
the connectivity modelling results,”
says Peter. “And what we envisage
is for someone to survey squirrel
gliders in the landscape.”

Book on TSRs
Dr Peter Spooner, who has had a
long term interest in Travelling Stock
Routes and Reserves is currently
writing a book on the Historic Development of Travelling Stock Routes
and Reserves, something he has
been working on since 2015. Dr
Terry Kass and Mr Iain Marshall from
NSW Land and Property Information
have been assisting him with the
project.
Honours student Bryce Vella will
undertake a project commencing mid
2017 aimed at exploring the gazettement history of Travelling Stock
routes and Reserves in NSW. The
project will be co-supervised by Dr
Prue Gonzalez from CSU.

Holbrook Landcare will
use its Bush Connect
funding to develop projects for these properties
in coming years with an
aim to increase connectivity in these fragmented
landscapes.
The CSU component
of the project has three
stages, the first of which,
a connectivity analysis for
the existing landscape has
been conducted.
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Completed Projects

did “hardly any damage.”

Delivering ecosystem services

“However something we did pick up
is the role of earwigs in potentially
preying on pest insects and helping to control damage to fruit,” says
Gary.

Predicting the delivery of ecosystem services in agriculture
landscapes. Luck, G., Saunders,
M. & Peisley, R. (PhD student),
(2014-2017) ARC Discovery grant,
$360,000
This project, which was completed
at the end of last year, comprised of
three sub-projects:
• Activities of birds and insects in
apple orchards, and the costs
and benefits of those activities
• Carcass disposal in grazing
landscapes, in particular the
contribution of birds to the breakdown of animal carcasses
• Contribution of raptors to the
control of pest birds in vineyards
“The sub-projects all ask the same
questions but in different landscapes,” says Professor Gary Luck.
For the first sub-project exclusion
field experiments were conducted
over the growing season from September 2014 to March 2015 in six
apple orchards with two orchards
each in Shepparton in Northern
Victoria, Batlow in the South West
Slopes region, NSW, and Harcourt,
in the Central Highlands, Victoria.
“We found that if you exclude birds
from apple trees, insect damage is
higher on trees where birds have
been excluded,” says Gary. “However we couldn’t really identify
the mechanism for why that was
occurring. We put out fake and real
coddling moth larvae and looked at
removal rates, but we didn’t detect
bird predation on codling moth larvae
in this experiment.”
While the researchers had remote
sensing cameras set up to see if
birds were eating the larvae where
they had access, they didn’t appear
to be. “It doesn’t mean birds weren’t
eating insects, we just didn’t get
concrete evidence,” says Gary. “The
evidence we had was inferential.”
The researchers also looked at the
damage the birds did to apple crops
but found that during 2014/15 birds

Post-doc for the project Dr Manu
Saunders, who has a paper coming
out on the subject, commented that
the role of earwigs is perhaps better
known in Europe than in Australia.
“When we put out the fake and real
coddling moth larvae, Rebecca
Peisley identified, and the cameras
took photos of, earwigs attacking the
larvae,” says Gary.
Manu has done a preliminary small
study where she compared the level
of insect damage in four types of fruit
trees which had corrugated cardboard ‘homes’ (which attract earwigs)
attached to them, with control trees
without earwig homes.

Are earwigs beneficial?
“Generally overall the trees that
didn’t have homes for earwigs had
more damage to their fruit so we
think earwigs are acting as predators
of insects that feed on apples,” says
Gary.
For the second sub-project, 72
platforms, about 2m off the ground,
were erected on a property at Docker
Plains in North East Victoria with
rabbit carcasses (wired down) placed
on the platforms and also on the
ground for eight days with remote
cameras recording bird activity.
The platforms were placed in different landscape contexts –open
paddocks, near remnant vegetation
along the river, next to isolated paddocks trees and within a National
Park.
“There was a diversity of birds of
prey and Australian Ravens which
seemed to be the main agents of
carcass disposal in that landscape,”
says Gary. “Foxes seemed to have
a minor role, at least over our survey
period. Essentially you got more
rabbit carcass disposal when they
were accessible to birds of prey.”

The crimson rosella, a species found
in apple orchards before and after
harvest. Pic. R. Peisley

The researchers found that even
though they had the carcasses up
on platforms to exclude terrestrial
predators such as foxes, the birds
seemed to prefer to feed on the
carcasses when they were on the
ground.
“Birds of prey are certainly an important agent for the removal of animal
waste,” says Gary. “Again it is an
experiment that could be extended
with rabbit carcasses left out for
longer periods of time.”
One of the other main findings was
that the area that had the most
carcass removal was in paddocks
where large isolated trees had been
retained.
“This type of landscape context
had the most removal of carcasses
compared to open paddocks, riparian
areas where it was quite forested,
and the Warby Ovens National
Park. This makes sense as raptors
like hunting in open areas, but also
where there are large trees where
they can perch and roost,” says
Gary.
For the third sub-project 25 perches
on timber poles five metres high
were erected in vineyards near
Rutherglen, Glen Rowan, and the
King Valley in North East Victoria with a motion sensing camera
attached to the top. It was hoped that
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perches may attract raptors into the
vineyards and that their presence
would alter the behaviour of pest
bird species leading to a reduction
in grape damage near perches.
Damage to grapes was compared
between perch sites and control sites
without perches.
“We found that damage to grapes
was less near perch sites but we
didn’t get photographs of raptors using the perches (although
that could have been because the
cameras were positioned above the
perch),” says Gary.
“Rebecca saw birds actually perching on the camera because that was
the highest point. But we did get lots
and lots (i.e. thousands) of photos of
magpies using our perches.
“Grape damage was less near perches but we are not quite sure why
that was the case. We are wondering if it was because magpies play a
role as a larger aggressive species
in modifying the behaviour of some
of these smaller pest birds such as
silver eyes, starlings and black birds.
We would need to do more research
to be certain.”
So far there have been nine publications to come out of this project with
another two under review.

Environmental Water Knowldge Research (EWKR)
Conceptualisation of flow-recruitment relationships for riverine
fisheries. Foundation activities for
the Fish Theme of Environmental Water Knowledge Research
(EWKR). Humphries, P., McCasker,
N., & Kopf, R.K. (2016) MDFRC,
$117,732
Dr Paul Humphries describes this
project, which was completed last
year, as a “preliminary conceptualisation type project (a desk-top based
study) to set the scene for on-ground
data collection type projects under
the fish theme of EWKR.”
The project integrated theory,
concepts and hypotheses associated with life history, behaviour and
physiology of fishes, river ecosystem
function and fish recruitment into the

one model with the aim of exploring
and defining an integrated model or
theory describing the recruitment of
riverine fishes.
The results of the study were presented at a workshop of the fish
leadership group of EWKR in July
2016. From that aspects of the
next stage of EWKR’s fish theme
research were formulated.
The researchers involved also presented at the Australian Society of
Limnology Conference in September
last year and from that were invited
to give a presentation to the Department of Science, Information Technology and Innovation-Water planning, Ecology and Science Division
in Brisbane, in February this year.
They are also currently preparing a
paper on the topic.
“The key outcome of the project was
a flow fish recruitment model – a
conceptual model which allows the
prediction of the survival of young
stages of fish under various flow scenarios in the Murray-Darling Basin,”
says Paul.

Media Engagement
Members of the Institute have continued to engage with the media over
the past few months with numerous media hits, details of which are
recorded on our web site on the In
the News page.
CSU Media has issued 17 media
releases which feature our members
February to June.
They were:
Coastal wetlands needed to resist
climate change 20 Jun 2017 (Professor Max Finlayson)

Politics and economics to impact
2017 Budget, 8 May 2017 (A/Prof
Dominic O’Sullivan, Prof John Hicks)
New regional businesses need better
support 2 May 2017 (Prof John
Hicks, Prof Mark Morrison)
Involving older people in aged care
education, 11 Apr 2017 (A/Prof
Maree Bernoth)
Fish ear bones to map migration
10 Apr 2017 (Vu Vi An, Dr Lee
Baumgartner)
Tool to bridge the communication
divide 6 Apr 2017(Dr Wes Ward)
Search for ancient mammal in
ancient land 31 Mar 2017 (Prof
David Watson)
CSU researcher seeks powerful
lessons from Nepal 17 Mar 2017
(Bharat Poudel, Prof Kevin Parton)
Mapping for conservation 14 Mar
2017 (Liam Grimmett, Dr Rachel
Whitsed)
New businesses to get boot camp
in Bathurst 9 Mar 2017 (Prof Mark
Morrison)
Mixed results for cutting Sunday penalty rates in regional Australia: CSU
expert 1 Mar 2017 (Prof John Hicks)
Managing groundwater for farmers
in Pakistan 14 Feb 2017 (Prof Max
Finlayson, A/Prof Catherine Allan, Dr
Michael Mitchell)
CSU expert: Climate change action
needed now 10 Feb 2017 (Prof
Kevin Parton)
Behind the conflict in central Kenya
that’s costing lives and hitting tourism 8 Feb 2017 (Dr Jennifer Bond)

Parasite discovery prompts call for
more research 9 Jun 2017 (Dr Skye
Wassens)
Guaranteed Indigenous parliamentary representation – it’s time?
5 Jun 2017 (A/Prof Dominic
O’Sullivan)
Calling householders to Power Down
8 May 2017 (Dr Helen MastermanSmith)
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Engagement & Linkages : Regional
Seminars, forums & presentations
2017 North East Environment Forum
The second annual North East Environment Forum was held May 25 at
CSU’s Wangaratta study centre.
Once again ILWS teamed with partners – North East Catchment Management Authority, Trust for Nature,
Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, and Parks Victoria – to present a successful forum
with 76 attendees.
This year’s forum theme was “Connecting People with Nature” with
the John Paul Memorial Lecture
given by Associate Professor Mardie
Townsend from Deakin University
on “Healthy Environment for Healthy
Victorians.” During her talk A/Prof
Townsend made reference to the
Victorian Public Health and Wellbeing Plan (2015-2019) and the
research her team has done for the
Victorian Government since 2000
with their report Healthy Parks,
Healthy People: the state of evidence 2015.
“The four key principles of HPHP are
that the well-being of all societies
depends on healthy ecosystems;
parks nurture healthy ecosystems;

contact with nature
is essential for
improving emotional,
physical and spiritual
health and wellbeing;
and parks are fundamental to economic
growth and to vibrant
and healthy communities,” said A/Prof
Townsend.
Around 76 people attended the Connecting People With

A/Prof Townsend
Nature 2017 North East Environment Forum. Pic: S. Dalthen described the
linger
research program
which she and her
manage depression & depressed
team have built based on HPHP
mood.
with two key aspects, environmenPresentations were then made on
tal deprivation and environmental
‘Perspective on Volunteering’ (by
degradation, in particular their “Feel
Bush Heritage Australia volunBlue, Touch Green’ pilot study for
teers Michael and Kerry Moylan;
which 10 participants with mental
DELWP Senior Biodiversity Officer
health problems took part in 10+
Glen Johnson and volunteer Mick
hours of nature-based activities over
Webster; and Keith Primrose, Area
6 to 12 weeks with environmental
of Work Coordinator – Parks Victovolunteers.
ria); ‘Marketing Natural Resource
Findings from that study were that
there was a positive emotional
change in all participants; it was
good for building social connections;
participants developed skills, took
risks and confronted challenges;
it improved confidence, mental
health and self-worth; and it helped

Forum presenters (L to R) Peter Brenton, Mark Norman, Professor Max Finlayson,
Uncle Leon Saunders, A/Prof Mardie Townsend, and Glen Johnson. Pic S. Dallinger

Management’ (by Dr Mark Norman,
Chief Conservation Scientist, Parks
Victoria) and on ‘Citizen Science’ (by
Peter Brenton, Atlas of Living Australia).
For the afternoon’s workshop sessions, forum participants then had
the opportunity to select two out of
three workshops to take part in. They
were ‘Enhancing the volunteer experience’, ‘Exploring citizen science
opportunities in North East Victoria’
and ‘Building community support for
your project.’
In his closing comments Institute
Director Professor Max Finlayson,
who was the MC for the event,
said the panel of speakers was “a
fascinating session with lots of rich
experiences. There are lessons we
can take from their experiences and
there was ‘something for everyone.’
*Link to the audio recordings of A/
Prof Mardie Townsend, Dr Mark
Norman and Michael and Kerry Moylan’s presentations
http://www.csu.edu.au/research/ilws/
events/Past-Events/ne-enviro-forum-
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Forest Gathering
Professor Robyn Watts and Dr Julia
Howitt gave a presentation on the
Koondrook-Perricoota Floodplain Runoff project with a focus
on carbon, blackwater and hypoxia,
at a symposium on February 8 at
Moama, NSW, as part of the ‘Connecting the dots at KoondrookPerricoota Forest’ 2017 Gathering.
The project has been jointly funded
by the Forestry Corporation of NSW,
ILWS and CSU’s Faculty of Science.
The objectives of the symposium
were to:
•

Share and explore the key findings from the monitoring program to date.
• Identify the implications of key
findings for the future management of the Koondrook-Perricoota Icon Site.
• Identify ideas on communicating the key findings to a broader
audience .
They also attended the field trip held
the following day.

term monitoring of fish populations
in the Edward-Wakool River System”
and Institute Adjunct and scientist
with Fisheries NSW Dr Jason Thiem
spoke on “Fish movement in the
Edward-Wakool System.”
The forum is a collaboration of
Murray Local Land Services, NSW
Department of Primary Industries
Fisheries, Charles Sturt University
and the National Landcare Program.
Presentation to Advisory group
Dr Julia Howitt gave a presentation
to the Murray and Lower Darling
Environmental Water Advisory group
on February 7 in Deniliquin. Her
presentation “Monitoring ecosystem
responses to the delivery of environmental water in the Edward-Wakool
system” focused on both the algal
bloom and the hypoxic blackwater
event that occurred in the system in
2016.

Better Parks for People
Dr Rachel Whitsed was one of the
speakers the “Developing ageEdward-Wakool Fish Forum
friendly rural communities: sharing
Three members of the Edwardinternational and local learnings”
Wakool LTIM team gave presentaforum held at LaTrobe University,
tions at the annual Edward-Wakool
February 14. Rachel’s presentation
Fish Forum held at the Barham and
was on “Better Parks for People:
District Services Club, Barham on
development of a spatial tool to
the evening of February 16. Around
better plan parks for older residents”.
80 people attended the forum. Dr
Rachel is the lead researcher on
Julia Howitt spoke on “From Green
the “Better Parks for People” (2016to Black, an overview of water quality 2017) project which has been funded
issues in 2016” including blue-green
by FACS NSW Liveable Communialgae monitoring and the recent
ties. The forum was sponsored by
flooding and hypoxic blackwater; Dr
the Transforming Human Societies
Nicole McCasker spoke about “Long
RFA 2017 Visiting Fellow
Dr Lee Baumgartner participated in a two day workshop with
Program.
the North Central CMA to scope potential options to improve
fish and vegetation outcomes in Cameron’s Creek.

Wings on King
Professor
David Watson
was part of the
“The Wings on
King Seminar
and launch – a
celebration of
the birds on
King Island and
why we need
them” event,
April 27-30,
King Island.
Dave gave a
presentation
on “Boosting

biodiversity AND the bottom-line—
achieving win-win outcomes with
conservation farming: The benefits
of managing both simultaneously”
and led a workshop on ‘Defragging King Island’ How to maintain/
increase biodiversity and improve
land management while sustaining
a strong agricultural industry’. The
event was held to launch an island
wide restoration initiative on King
Island.
Project design workshop
In May Dr Lee Baumgartner participated in a sustainable diversion limit
project design workshop with North
Central CMA. The purpose of the
workshop was to determine the best
outcomes for fish and vegetation
should planned works go ahead.

Community Engagement
HSC Chemistry Program
Dr Julia Howitt was heavily involved
in the University’s annual HSC
Chemistry program held in February at the Wagga campus, and was
one of the scientists interviewed by
chemistry students as part of the
program.
CenWest Innovate
Activities hosted by CenWest Innovate (of which Professor Mark Morrison is the director) over the past few
months include:
• ‘Starting a Business’ boot camp
March 24 & 25, at Bathurst.
The boot camp was led by Troy
Haines, CEO of theSPACE,
and focused on the theme of
‘Turning Ideas into Reality’ to
invigorate and inspire a start-up
business community in the NSW
Central West.
• Developing Regional Entrepreneurial Ecosystems forum, at
Bathurst, April 28. The aim of
the forum was to show how to
best support the development of
business in the region. Speakers
included University of Canterbury’s Professor Morgan Miles,
Troy Haines from theSpace,
Professor Mark Morrison and
Professor John Hicks.
• Digital Marketing Masterclass:
Move your business forward,
at Bathurst, May 4. Speakers
were Dr Paul Harrigan UWA, Dr
Michael Mehmet ILWS and Peter
Sutton Kai Ming Consulting.
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CenWest Innovate (which is supported by the NSW Department of
Industry has also partnered/been a
supporting sponsor of:
• Building Community Resilience
Expo, Bathurst, May 19
• Central West Business Summit
2017, May 30
• Building Community Resilience
Expo, Orange, June 2
• EngFest Industry Day, June 7
• EngFest Expo Day, June 2017
• Bathurst Business Leaders
lunch, June 22
Forum on Carp Virus
In April Dr Lee Baumgartner
together with Matt Barwick from
Fisheries Research and Development Corporation presented at a
community forum on the proposed
carp virus release. The event
was organised by the South West
Anglers Association and attended
by 120 people from as far abroad as
Temora and Tocumwal. The event
was held at St Ives on the Causeway
and well received by all.

ning for the Winton Wetlands Annual
Forum in August.
Critical Issues in Water
Institute Adjunct Professor Kathleen
Bowmer presented a series of 8 sessions (January to April) for the University of the Third Age in Wafgga
Wagga.

Awards

Bruce Pennay, second from left, with the
winner of the Bathurst Heritage Medal,
heritage architect Scott Robertson, and
with the other two nominee finalists.

Artist in Residence
Institute Adjunct Dr Mary Rosengren is currently doing an Artist In
Residence project with Falls Creek
Resort Management (FCRM) that
is based on Khorloo Batpurev’s
current MA research project (Botany
—Melb University) of peatlands on
Bogong High Plains.

Institute Adjunct Associate Professor Bruce Pennay was one of four
finalist for the Bathurst Macquarie
Heritage Medal announced May 6 in
Bathurst. This prestigious national
award recognised contributions
toward the preservation, conservation and protection of Australia’s
heritage and is awarded annually.

Lake Cowal Foundation
As its Independent Scientist, Professor Max Finlayson attended meetings of the Lake Cowal Foundation
in February, May and June.

Engagement & Linkages: National

Planning meetings
Professor Max Finlayson, Dr Lee
Baumgartner and Dr Jennifer Bond
had a planning meeting with representatives from the National Agricultural Productivity and Reconciliation
Ecology Centre (NAPREC) at the
Albury-Wodonga campus in March.
NAPREC, a community-initiative
based in Deniliquin, is planning a
conference later this year in Deniliquin.

Queensland Forum
Dr Lee Baumgartner attended the
“Doing well by doing good –Queensland’s Impacts & Benefits in Agricultural Research”, a Crawford Fund
Queensland Forum and Networking
Reception, at Queensland’s Parliament House, February 14.

Winton Wetlands
Professor Max Finlayson, who chairs
the Environmental Strategy Advisory Panel for the Winton Wetlands,
attended a meeting of the panel in
June at the wetlands to begin plan-

Forums & meetings

Sustainability Indicator
In June Professor Max Finlayson
had a meeting in Canberra with the
former Australian Governor General
Major General The Hon. Michael Jeffery and Ashley Bland, from SkillSet
in Bathurst, and others to develop a
national level Sustainability Indicator.

Research Activities
Fauna Alliance Update
Charles Sturt University, through the
Institute, is one of the institutional
members of the FAUNA (Futureproofing Australasia’s Unique Native
Animals) Research Alliance, a
network which connects researchers
and conservation “end user” practitioners from 47 organisations.
Over the past five years the Alliance
has built a strong and committed
team across Australia and New Zealand with an agenda for innovation
in native animal conservation and
ecosystem restoration, specifically:
• Returning missing wildlife and
rebuilding ecosystems
• Resolving conflicts between the
needs of agricultural production
and wildlife
• Researching emerging wildlife
diseases
• Using new technologies, such
as gene banking, to provide for
more resilient future wildlife
populations
One of the projects Professor David
Watson has been involved in is the
Rewilding Little Desert project
in partnership with Conservation
Volunteers Australia (CVA). The project, which commenced in 2016, is
based out of the Little Desert Lodge
(117ha with predator proof fencing)
near Nhill in the Wimmerra region in
Western Victoria. Volunteers, many
of whom are international, have been
doing pitfall trapping.
“That has been going very well,”
says Dave. “We’ve been getting
a whole lot of data on distribution/
occurrence patterns of animals in
and around various parts of the Little
Desert. This is giving us baseline
data on who lives where, information
on what are the sufficiently abundant
species we can work on in detail – in
that group there are a few mammals,
a few reptiles and a few frogs. But
importantly it is giving us a ‘before’
data set as we are about to reintroduce species into predator proof
areas. We now have fence-line comparisons, either side of the fence,
before we put anything in.”
Dave says the fences have been in
existence for about 14 years with
cats/foxes excluded from the fenced
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off area.
“So what differences are we already
seeing in terms of termites, small
reptiles… that might be directly due
to that change in predator pressure,” he says. “And then, now that
we know that, let’s think about what
sorts of animals we want to release,
see what they do to ecosystems and
keep a watching brief through that
monitoring.”
Exactly what species will be reintroduced is still to be decided but as
Dave says the potential list includes
species which are threatened, or
extinct in Victoria.
Search for the long-beaked echidna
Another project with the FAUNA
Alliance that Dave is leading, is a
proposed expedition in 2018 to the
Kimberleys in Western Australia to
search for the long-beaked echidna,
the oldest known remaining mammal
in the world and currently only known
to live in New Guinea’s rainforests.
“A specimen recently turned up in
a London museum of an animal
collected near Mount Anderson in
1901, the first direct evidence that
long-beaked echidnas persisted in
Australia until very recently,” says
Dave.”We want to know if these
beautiful creatures, reminders of a
time when giant kangaroos and giant
wombats roamed across Australia,
are still alive in the remnant pockets
of rainforest found in deep gorges
scattered across the Kimberley
region.”
Rather than capturing animals during
the survey, the research team intend
to consult with traditional Aboriginal
owners, install motion-triggered cameras, use dogs to sniff out echidna
and other droppings, and use DNA
tests to identify the dung. Currently,
planning is underway for a citizenscience project in the Top End which
will enlist the help of “grey nomads”,
other travellers and residents, in the
search for the long-beaked echidna.
The team of researchers involved (all
of whom are donating their time) are
seeking $100,000 for travel, equipment etc. to undertake the project.
*Professor Watson, together Dr
Robert Davis, (Edith Cowan University) are the authors of “Hope-

ful Monsters-In Defense
of Quests to Rediscover
Long-Lost Species”, which
was published in Conservation Letters, http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/
conl.12386/full

Visitors
A/ Prof Martine Maron
Visitor to the Institute in
March for a couple of days
was Associate Professor Martine Maron from the University of Queensland’s School
of Earth and Environmental
Sciences.

A/Prof Martin Maron (centre) with Dr Dale
Nimmo, Dr Maggie Watson and Dr Jodi Price

While here Martine presented a
seminar on “Biodiversity offsetting and no net loss in dynamic
landscapes” attended by about 30
people including staff and NRM
agency representatives from the
NSW Office of Environment & Heritage, and Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning,
at the Albury-Wodonga campus on
March 15.
“Biodiversity offsetting is a policy
mechanism for trying to ‘balance
out’ the impacts on biodiversity of
development,” says Martine, who
has been with the University of
Queensland since 2008 and is an
ARC Future Fellow. She is also
a Deputy Director of the National
Environ,mental Science Program
(NESP) Threatened Species Recovery Hub.
“For example, if you have a mine
going in and you lose some habitat for a threatened species, then
the idea is that the proponent of
that development has to do something that benefits that species
somewhere else to balance out the
impact. The goal is to achieve no net
loss of biodiversity.”
But, as Martine explains “that is the
simple version. There is a lot more
to it than that. Getting it to work well
for biodiversity is one of the biggest
conservation policy challenges at the
moment. It’s a really fraught policy
area. All the states have their own
policies, there’s a Federal policy, and
increasingly these policies are being
adopted around the world in dozens
of countries.”

Martine’s fellowship, which began
in 2015, focuses on conservation
policy including the long-term consequences (intended and unintended)
of biodiversity offset approaches.
Her group also works on drivers of
landscape-level species richness,
interspecific competition (especially
by the noisy miner) and the impact
of resource distribution and climate
change on the persistence of species
in patchy landscapes.
Martine says she made the visit
especially to network with Institute
ecologists such as Professor David
Watson, Dr Maggie Watson, Dr Dale
Nimmo, Dr Jodi Price and Dr Peter
Spooner. She and Dave have been
collaborators since 2001 when Martine began her PhD resurveying for
birds in buloke woodland sites that
Dave had originally studied for his
Honours. She is also been working
with him on the current ARC Linkage Infrastructure, Equipment and
Facilities funded project - Acoustic
Observatory: a network to monitor
biodiversity across Australia.
“We [scientists] meet at conferences,
have brief chats ….what you miss
out on the opportunity is to really
sit down and talk about ideas, work
out where what we are doing aligns
and what opportunities there are,”
says Martine. “I had a similar chat
with Dave maybe 10 years ago to
flesh out our plans for collaboration.
“There is some really exciting work
being done on conservation and
ecology coming out of the Institute,
so it’s a great group of people to
come and throw ideas around with,
and that’s where the best science
comes from, collaborative work.”
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Engagement & Linkages: International
Conferences, seminars &
workshops
Ramsar activities
Professor Max Finlayson, a member
of the Ramsar Convention on
Wetland’s Scientiific and Technical
Review Panel (STRP), attended the
20th meeting of the STRP (Scientific and Technical Review Panel)
Gland, Switzerland, Feb 13-17. Max
has attended 17 of the previous 19
meetings going back to 1994. He
says the main task at the meeting
was planning a report on the state
of the world’s wetlands which will be
a “showpiece” at the next Ramsar
Convention in Paris, late 2018.
Another smaller task was to contribute to a review of the application of
Earth Observation, for wetland management, for a Ramsar report.
Mangrove Decline
As a member of the Global Mangrove Watch, an Alliance whose
purpose is to provide an update on
the change in global mangrove cover
since 1995, Professor Max Finlayson
had video conference meetings in
March and June.
He also attended:
• the 37th International Symposium on Remote Sensing of
Environment in Tshwane, South
Africa, May 8-12, where, as
a joint author he presented a
paper on mangrove decline in
Kakadu National Park; and
• June 5-9 attended the Society of
Wetland Scientists annual meeting in San Juan, Puerto Rico
where he gave a presentation
on the die-back of mangroves
in Kakadu National Park which
is being attributed to climate
changes, and is in contrast to
the expansion of mangroves
recorded in the Park over past
decades.
• He also participated in a workshop on the complexity of managing wetlands in the Caribbean.
The relevance of both relates to
effort by the Ramsar Convention on
Wetlands to develop a project in a
number of Caribbean countries on
the vulnerability of coastal wetlands

in collaboration with Max and Dr
Anne van Dam from DELFT-IHE, in
the Netherlands, where Max holds
the Ramsar Chair for Wise Use of
Wetlands. Max was also a co-author
on a further presentation given by
Professor Peter Gell from Federation University on ecological changes
and the relevance of baselines in the
wetlands at the mouth of the Murray
River.
Max was one of the contributors to
a proposal by the Society to post
the San Juan Statement on Climate
Change and Wetlands – see http://
sws.org/About-SWS/news.html
More than 200 attendees from the
conference signed the Statement
which supports the importance of
international frameworks for addressing climate change and recognises
the role that wetlands play in the
carbon cycle.
China Mega Research Initative
Professor Max Finlayson had a
Skype conference, April 10, with
the Institute for Wetland Research,
China Academy of Forestry to
discuss a proposal for a submission
under the China Mega Research
Initiative. The project is on wetland
restoration and management. The
meeting was organised by former
ILWS PhD student Dr Yinru (Ruby)
Lei.
Sustainable Development
On June 20 Professor Max Finlayson
took part in a webinar on the United
Nations Sustainable Development
Goal 6.6 which is about determining change in wetlands at the global
scale.

Fish Passage 2018
The Institute and other partners have
been successful in securing Fish
Passage 2018, a major international
event, to be held at Albury Entertainment Centre in December 2018.
The pivotal role of tour guides in the
tourism experience: Reflections on
two tour guiding conferences in Iran
and Denmark.
by Associate Professor Rosemary
Black
Associate Professor Rosemary
Black recently participated in two
tour guiding conferences. Guiding
and tour guides are Rosemary’s
research passion that originates
from her experiences as an
adventure tour guide and her PhD
research. She has published over 17
journal articles and book chapters
and co-authored the first book on
tour guiding research. She is considered along with Betty Weiler at
Southern Cross University a world
expert on guiding and tour guides.
The first conference Rosemary
attended was the 17th International
Convention of the World Federation of Tourist Guide Associations
(WFTGA) that was held from 28
January to 1 February in Tehran
with the convention theme of Iran:
Friendly faces, open arms, ancient
cultures, timeless charms.
As Treasurer of Guiding Organisations Australia she represented
Australia at the WFTGA delegate
meetings, where 35 countries were
represented. Four hundred people,
mainly practising tour guides attended the Convention representing over
45 countries. As a researcher, it was
a great opportunity to meet active
tour guides from around
the world and talk to them
about their experiences as
professional guides.

Left: A/Prof Rosemary
Black at Persepolis
World Heritage Site
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The opening ceremony was attended
by His Excellency President Rouhani, President of Iran and other
dignitaries. The President stressed
the importance of tourism for peace,
intercultural dialogue and fostering
greater understanding and harmony
between peoples.
“Tourism serves as a bridge between
nations”, said the President. Workshops and lectures were offered as
well as visits to museums, palaces
and other sites of interest in Tehran.
Rosemary was invited to present a
workshop on Interpretation: Making
Your Tours Enjoyable, Memorable
and Relevant that was very well
received.
Iran took the opportunity through the
Convention to present the country
as a peaceful country and to raise
awareness of Iran as a tourist destination and try and challenge the stereotypes of Middle Eastern countries
as a region of war and conflict.
Everyone was very friendly and
hospitable with ceremonies and
speeches at all the post-convention
tour cities and towns, gifts and a
huge amount of publicity about the
Convention wherever we went. In
Shiraz the local government erected
a monument to tourist guides and
named a street Tourist Guide Street!
This must be a first in the world!
The post-convention tour offered 300
Convention participants the opportunity to see central Iran. Iran is
geographically diverse with deserts,
snow covered mountains, plains,
forests and coastal areas along
the Caspian Sea in the north and
Persian Gulf and Oman Sea in the
south. This tour included visits to five
main cities or towns, Shiraz, Persepolis, Yazd, Meybod, Esfahan and
Kashan including a number of World
Heritage Sites.
The second conference Rosemary
attended was the International
Research Forum for Guided Tours,
held in March at Roskilde University,
near Copenhagen, Denmark. This
conference held bi-annually brings
together researchers, students and
practitioners interested in tour guides
and guiding.

Rosemary was invited to present
a keynote on Researching tour
guides and guiding: Mapping the
past, charting the future. The Forum
attracted forty participants mainly
from Europe but also Jordan, Turkey
and of course Australia! The Forum
provided great networking opportunities and possibilities for cross-country research collaborations.
If you’d like any further information about either conference please
contact Rosemary Black rblack@
csu.edu.au
Myanmar Project Partnership Opportunities workshop
An Institute driven workshop held in
February could lead to some exciting
new projects in Myanmar (formerly
Burma) in South East Asia.

Above: Group in Meybod, Iran

The workshop was organised and
facilitated by Dr Lee Baumgartner
and Dr John Conallin (Institute
Adjunct now based at DELFT-IHE)
under the direction of Institute Director Professor Max Finlayson, who is
also the Ramsar Chair for the Wise
Use of Wetlands with DELFT-IHE.
There were 14 participants.
“UNESCO-IHE is the biggest trainee
of people in the water space globally
[with MSc, PhD and short course
programmes dedicated to sustainable water use] and had just partnered with The Nature Conservancy
which has just set up a country office
in Myanmar,” says Lee.
“Joining those three dots, we figured
there was an opportunity for the
Institute to focus on something in the
water space that could have global
impact.”

The three day workshop “Myanmar
Project Partnership Opportunities”,
held on CSUs Albury campus, February 7-9, saw Institute researchers
from a variety of disciplines get
Below: Myanmar Project Workshop particitogether and brain storm ideas
pants in Albury.
with potential international partners including
representatives from U.S.
based NGO
The Nature
Conservancy
and UNESCOIHE (Institute
for Water Education), Delft,
The Netherlands.
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•
Integrated water
resource management in
Inle Lake
The next steps were to
pull together a concept
note; hold a workshop in
Myanmar with potential
Myanmar agency partners; and then have a
delegation from Myanmar
meet with researchers/
partners either in Australia, in the US or in The
Netherlands “to continue
the discussion.”
“And then we will continue
working towards building
this into a large multi-year
initiative,” says Lee.

Images of Myanmar waterways Pics: P. Gibbs

The Institute funded the visit to
Australia for the three international
workshop participants – two from
UNESCO-IHE, Professor Ken Irvine
and Dr John Conallin, and Dr Doug
Shaw from The Nature Conservancy.
Institute researchers included geographers, social scientists, fish and
bug ecologists, ecosystem based
people, wetland people and engineers.
Also in attendance were Institute
Adjuncts Dr Martin Mallen-Cooper,
from Fishway Consulting Services
and Dr Tim Marsden from Australasian Fish Passage Services.
“We made sure we had a really good
mix of disciplines because what we
wanted to do was identify where our
collection and diversity of skills could
help address major developmental
challenges in Myanmar,” says Lee.
The workshop participants settled
on four themes which they felt best
suited their skills and experience.
They are:
• Migratory fish ecology and connectivity
• Sustainable hydro-power
• Irrigation systems and off-channel habitats

“It has been a really good
process so far and it demonstrated that the collection of skills across ILWS
can be put to broader
initiatives.

“The challenge is with us
now, to turn it into something tangible in the long term.”

International Visitors
Connections spoke with two of the
workshop’s international participants,
Professor Ken Irvine and Dr Doug
Shaw.
Ken, from DELFT-IHE’s Water Science and Engineering Department,
is Chair of the Aquatic Ecosystems
Group; Doug is the Associate State
Director for The Nature Conservancy
in Minnesota, North Dakota and
South Dakota, running its conservation programs in those states. The
Nature Conservancy is the largest
conservation NGO in the world.
Both brought a wealth of experience
and knowledge in the water space to
the workshop.
Ken, who is originally from Ireland,
did his undergraduate studies in
biological sciences at the University
of Exeter, with post grad and post
doc studies at the University of East
Anglia, Norwich, working on shallow
lakes and nutrient enrichment. He
then worked as a Nature Conservation officer with what was then called
the Nature Conservancy Council of

the UK before being “tempted” to
work on a fisheries project in Lake
Malawi in Africa’s Rift Valley, the seventh largest lake in the world, from
1990 to 1994.
For the next 17 years he worked
in academia, at Trinity College,
University of Dublin, Ireland, in its
Department of Zoology and Environmental Science. In 2011 he moved
to UNESCO-IHE, in Delft in The
Netherlands with a position also at
the University of Wageningen.
Like the Institute’s Director, he is also
a member of the Ramsar STRP (Scientific Technical Review Panel).
“A lot of my work has been at the
so-called science policy interface
and with my background in nature
conservation I’ve also been closely
involved in conservation policy,
particularly European water policy,”
says Ken. “A lot of my research
when I was in Dublin was connected
with European water policy and
my research in Africa at the same
time was a continuation of the Lake
Malawi work.”
Since joining DELFT-IHE most of
Ken’s work has been on developing a coherent structure for wetland
research and associated capacity
development.
“DELFT-IHE focuses on three pillars
– education, research and capacity
development – and I am particularly
keen to connect those three in a real
way,” says Ken whose team works
mostly on projects on wetlands in
East Africa (in the Lake Victoria and
Lake Nile Basins) but has also done
a small amount of work in South
East Asia, particularly in Indonesia.
The institute focuses on countries in
the developing world and countries
in transition. More recently I was
involved in a capacity development
project on competency development
for Integrated Water Resource Management in Myanmar.”
He says the workshop in Australia
was an opportunity to develop ideas
and thoughts on projects and capacity development, particularly in Myanmar but also in other regions.
“The development of Myanmar can
go very fast,” says Ken. “It still has
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Coda Global Fellowship
Program focussed on
Myanmar, which is part of
our Saving Great Rivers
Program,” says Doug. “Our
focus is on sustainable
hydro power development.

Professor Ken Irvine (left) and Dr Doug Shaw

a lot of pristine environments, intact
catchments and forests. Already
there is quite a lot of illegal logging
and pressures but there are huge
commercial interests by global actors
working with Myanmar. It is virgin
territory in many ways and has all the
challenges of a developing administration following 30 years of isolation
and hardly any capacity development
over that period. The opportunities
and the risks are now.”
With a PhD from the University of
Texas in water resources management, Doug has a background in
engineering as well as fish ecology,
environmental flows and wetlands.
Doug has worked in academia,
with government agencies such as
the South Florida Water Management District, one of the largest in
the States, (working on everglades
restoration in Florida), and in private
industry.
He started work with The Nature
Conservancy 18 years ago as
a bio-hydrologist and has since
worked in science, conservation
and management positions. Outside of the U.S. he has worked in
Latin America on monitoring evaluation types of programs all focussed
on water.
Doug’s visit to Australia was in
accord with The Nature Conservancy’s Coda Global Fellowship
Program “which allows us, as we’ve
grown into a global organisation from
a U.S. based organisation, to take
expertise and experiences globally
and to learn from what we do.

“There is an opportunity in
Myanmar right now, which
has had 30 years of military rule and isolation, to
do Basin scale planning to
get ahead of the individual
hydropower projects that
are popping up everywhere.

“These projects are big but they are
all being planned and evaluated separately instead of at the Basin scale.
Myanmar has two major rivers, the
Irrawaddy and the Salween, which
are among the last largest free flowing rivers in the world with 500 plus
fish species but very little data is
available on those species.”
Doug says that the workshop was an
incredible opportunity.
“Many of the people involved are
working in South East Asia and
beyond and are focussed on economic development and fisheries
and flows and sediment and all the
issues that we feel are important to
be able to do this Basin scale planning,” he says.
Associate Professor Doug Bird
International visitor to the Institute in
May was Associate Professor Doug
Dr Dale Nimmo (left) and Associate
Professor Doug Bird. Pic J. Price

Bird, from Pennsylvania State University, U.S. While here Doug gave
a seminar at the Albury-Wodonga
campus on May 17 on ‘Livelihoods,
fire regimes and novel ecosystems in
Indigenous Australia.’
Doug is an Associate Professor of
ecological anthropology, with broad
interests in how social and ecological
factors interact to influence patterns
of resource use and their archaeological expressions.
He focuses especially on questions about livelihood decisions and
habitats, exploring the dynamics of
human subsistence practices, their
role in ecosystem function, and their
archaeological implications in Australia and Western North America.
His current projects involve collaborations between Indigenous communities, ethnographers, ecologists,
geographers and archaeologists
on interdisciplinary topics including
the socio-ecological organization of
foraging economies, anthropogenic
habitat modification, and environmental change. Much of his field
time is spent in close collaboration
with Martu - the Traditional Owners
of a large Native Title determination in the Great and Little Sandy
Deserts, Western Australia - working
on issues of hunting practices, fire
ecology, and sustainability.
Doug (and his wife Professor Rebecca Bird) are collaborators on Dr
Dale Nimmo’s ARC Discovery Early
Career Researcher Award project
Can Indigenous land management
forestall an extinction crisis?
(2017-2020) which builds on the
team’s Hermon Slade Foundation
funded project Can Indigenous fire
management restore mammal
communities? (2016-2019)

Research Activities
Carbon emissions
Dr Julia Howitt and Professor Max
Finlayson are involved in a small project which is looking at carbon emissions in dry wetlands, working with
Dr Jason Condon from the Graham
Centre and Dr Catherine Leigh from
Griffith University. (more next page)

“I have just started working on the
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“Other people are doing this elsewhere and they want to compare
data (using gas emissions, sediment
moisture and particle size etc),” says
Max.
During the week June 5 to 9, Julia,
Jason and Catherine conducted
measurements of carbon emissions
in the Wagga region. The sampling
is for a global DryFlux investigation
which is looking at carbon emissions
from “dry” sediments (with no surface
water) using a standard recording
system.
“There is a team in Germany who
is leading this in order to close one
of the gaps in our understanding
of carbon dynamics in ephemeral
wetlands,” says Max. “We are part
of an international alliance that is
sampling at different sites around the
world using the same technique for a
comparative analysis of the sites.”
The emissions sampling is done
using a 5 L clear plastic dome. The
physical sampling includes collecting
a short (5 cm diam. by 10 cm deep)
sediment core to characterise the
sediment properties (soil moisture,
texture, soil carbon pH, salinity).
“The interest comes from a group of
eco-physiologists interested in dry
lakes, who are wanting to try and
simulate the variability that occurs
with such sediment systems,” says
Max. “We are in the formative
stages of a devolved sampling program and I’d expect a collaborative
arrangement for data sharing and
further investigations will be made.”
Max says he and Julia were still looking for more sites (around 25 sites
in total and possibly 10 or so in the
southern Riverina and North-East
Victoria.” Anyone one who would like
to be involved or who has suggestions for suitable sites can contact
him on mfinlayson@csu.edu.au

Scoping tour
In June Dr Lee Baumgartner and
adjunct Professor Martin Mallen
Cooper participated in a scoping tour of Xayaburi Dam, the first
mainstem dam to be constructed on
the Lower Mekong River. The trip
was a collaborative effort between
Australian and USA scientists to
advise on a monitoring program that
will be implemented when the dam
becomes operational in 2019. The
visit occurred by invitation of the
Xayaburi Power Company Limited
and was extremely successful for all
who took part.
Working with Panthera
Dr Wayne Robinson recently spent
time with Panthera, an organisation working towards saving jaguars
across their range through the most
ambitious corridor in the world: the
Jaguar Corridor Initiative which runs
from Northern Mexico to Argentina,
with Colombia being a vital link.
His report:
I was placed at Panthera, offices in
Cali for about 25 hours a week for
5 weeks in April and May 2017. My
aim was to help process and analyses some of the numerous data sets
that Panthera, Colombia, have accumulated over the past several years.
I worked with scientists and other
researchers there on projects that
included; investigations into factors
associated with depredacion attacks
(taking of livestock animals) by large
cats; the relative abundance of large
cats and other mammals on camera
traps in savanna and forest habitats,
including the environmental factors
associated with the likely capture

of the various species; the use of
bushmeat in the diet of local people
in cities and rural regions in Guyana.
Panthera are a happening organisation with so many great and enthusiastic staff in Colombia. I enjoyed
the time there this year and can
see a lot of potential in the data. As
a minimum, I was able to identify
several limitations with the data sets,
and helped in cleaning up data from
different sources to a standardised
format to allow comparisons across
different studies. I ran multiple analyses that will help advance some of
their research into publications, and
was able to peer-review some existing reports that Panthera are aiming
publish in the scientific literature in
the near future.
There is potential for me to do some
more work on some of the projects, either remotely or to return to
Colombia in the next year or so.

Awards & Appointments
Professor Max Finlayson has been
appointed a Scientific Committee
Member of the International Lake
Environment Committee (ILEC)
Foundation (based in Japan). The
appointment to the ILED Scientific
Committee 12th Term is for April
2017 to March 2019.
Another appointment this year was
in May when Max was appointed
Senior Advisor to the International
Crane Foundation (2017-2020).
The International Crane Foundation
(ICF), a NGO, works worldwide to
conserve cranes and the ecosystems, watersheds and flyways on
which they depend. Max’s links with

(Right) A team of international scientists, including Lee Baumgartner and
Martin Mallen Cooper from ILWS,
travelled to Laos to participate in a research scoping discussion at Xayaburi
Dam on the Mekong River
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Fellow of the Society of Wetland Scientists Award.
Pic. N. Scott

ICF go back to the early 1990s when
he was at what is now Wetlands
International in the UK; later in the
1990s with collaborative support
between wetland management in
Kadadu and Tram Chim National
Park in Vietnam; then when he was
at the International Water Management Institute in the early 2000s
with wetland and livelihood assessments in Gorongosa National Park
in Mozambique; and now with joint
involvement in the Ramsar Sciedntific and Technical Review Panel.
He also reviewed the ICF science
program in 2008.
Max has also been elected by the
Board of the Society of Wetland
Scientists as a Fellow of the Society. His award was presented by
SWS President Gillian Davies at the
society’s annual meeting in June.

Engagement: Internal
Workshops
Creating videos
Five ILWS researchers spent the
afternoon of May 18 learning the
basic steps involved in creating and

editing videos during a
workshop at the Albury
Wodonga campus.
Run by Adjunct
Professor Ian Gray,
who has been making
videos to support his
research on reviving
Regional Railways,
the participants were
encouraged to use
their phones and camera’s to shoot a short
introduction video of their
research interests.

ILWS business team
member Simone Engdahl gave a
short overview of developing a script
and then using Facebook live and
Youtube to promote the reach of the
video. Ian brought along his camera
and video gear to demonstrate how
he uses his equipment in the studio
and out in the field. This workshop
was an introductory overview and
researchers are encouraged to
contact Ian or Simone if they are
interested in further support and
workshops in the future.

Member Support
The following members were successful in securing ILWS individual
member support in the latest call for
applications:
Dr Nicole McCasker, Associate Professor Rosemary Black, Dr Karma
Tenzing, Associate Professor Peter
Simmons, Professor John Hicks,
Associate Professor Vaughan Higgins, Dr Maggie Watson, Dr Jodie
Kleinschafer, Dr Lee Baumgartner,
Dr Angela Ragusa, Dr Julia Howitt,
Dr Joanne Millar, Dr Andrea Crampton, Dr Emma Colvin, Dr Jennifer
Bond, Dr Sophia Duan, Associate
Professor Branka
Krivokapic-Skoko,
Dr Jodi Price, Dr
Keller Kopf, Associate Professor
Peter Spooner and
Visiting academic
Professor Luiz Silva.

Left. Members learning about creating
and editing videos.
Pic: K.Gibbs

Research Impacts
Fish passage research
Dr Lee Baumgartner and the team
involved in the fish passage research
in the Mekong River Basin in Laos
recently worked with the Australian
Embassy in Lao PDR to produce a
Policy Brief on Research findings.
The brief outlines potential policy
implications on Sustainable Fisheries
and Irrigation Expansion in Lao PDR:
Incorporating fish passage into sustainable development practices and
policy in Lao PDR. The brief was
presented by the Australian Ambassador to Lao PDR, Mr John Williams,
and discussed at a special meeting
with the Minister for Agriculture and
Forestry in Laos in March.
“The Australian Embassy fielded a
request from the Lao Government to
determine how research outcomes
could be translated into new policy.”
says Lee. “We subsequently prepared a policy brief to assist the Lao
government with policy and legislation suggestions that have arisen
from our work.”
http://aciar.gov.au/publication/pb01

Water Systems Ecohealth
CSU has a new website which
showcases research and innovation at CSU. The website hosts case
studies on research impact http://
innovate.csu.edu.au/impact and provides information on CSU’s research
in an accessible form, and demonstrates how the University creates
meaningful impact on our local and
global communities.
Currently there are six case studies on the site, one of which, ‘Water
ecosystem health’, showcases CSU
involvement in the monitoring of
Commonwealth environmental water.
The accompanying video includes
clips from Hilton Taylor (CEWO),
Roseanne Farrant (Edward-Wakool
Environmental Water Reference
group member), Dr Skye Wassens
and Prof Robyn Watts. http://innovate.csu.edu.au/impact/sustainablewater-systems
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Frog Study
What began as a PhD study into a
vulnerable frog species (Sloane’s
Froglet) quickly turned into something of a crusade for ecologist Dr
Alexandra Knight.
“I really felt a responsibility because
it is a listed as a vulnerable species
[under the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act] that I should advocate for it,” says Alexandra. “It didn’t
have a voice of its own so I decided
to be its voice.”
Alexandra, whose supervisors were
Professor Robyn Watts (Principal),
Associate Professor Catherine Allan
and Dr David Hunter (NSW Office of
Environment & Heritage) did her PhD
from 2010 - 2015 on ‘The case for
Sloane’s Froglet: Generating ecological knowledge with the intent to
benefit biodiversity’.
When Alexandra first began her
study, little was known about
Sloane’s Froglet discovered by
Murray Littlejohn in 1958 around
Tocumwal along the Murray River.
“We really didn’t know the fundamentals of its ecology, where it was
or anything,” says Alexandra whose
PhD research was in two components.
The first of these was finding out
where the froglet was in the landscape and learning about its habitat;
the second was social research into
“what were the things that would
either enable or constrain the use of
the new knowledge about Sloane’s
Froglet.”
“I wanted to make sure that what I
found out actually got implemented
rather than just being a research
paper or thesis that no-one ever
read,” says Alexandra. “The alarming
thing when I first started was that we
had no idea where Sloane’s Froglets
really were. We expected them to be
in the Murray River corridors.
“What I found was they were in the
peri-urban areas around Albury and
Corowa, and, in particular, in the
areas around Albury and Thurgoona
that are being developed very quickly
for housing. Sloane’s Froglets’ habitat is being changed very quickly.”

Alexandra
began searching for the
froglet based
on available
historical data
including
an Office of
Environment
and Heritage (OEH)
colleague’s
observation that he
thought he
had heard
them calling
near Corowa.

Sloane’s froglet found at a wetland in Thurgoona. Pic: D.
Hunter. Insert, of the froglet on a finger, shows how tiny it is.

“I started with
these little hints and worked my way
out, largely going to wetlands on
winter nights,” says Alexandra.
Unlike a lot other frogs Sloane’s
Froglets calls (and breeds) midwinter.
“Even experienced herpetologists may not have come across it
because it is not calling during the
hotter months of the year,” says
Alexandra. “One of the things that is
so wonderful is that it is a tiny little
frog, 17mm big, that uses most of its
energy to reproduce and lay eggs on
the coldest days. It’s wonderful biologically. They are very courageous
little creatures…”
Alexandra decided that while she did
her PhD she would talk about what
she learnt to the wider community.

of community groups (WoolshedThurgoona Landcare Group, Table
Top Community Forum, Corowa
District Landcare, Holbrook Landcare Network, and Chiltern Landcare
Group) and to schoolchildren; and
had meetings with OEH and interested individuals the managers of the
Thurgoona Golf Club and the equestrian centre at Thurgoona.
Despite her efforts, Alexandra says
that “for quite a long time, I felt nothing was happening, that I was hitting
my head against a brick wall.”
“In Albury, in particular, the planning
for development was well advanced
and had been signed off by the
Minister for the Environment through
biodiversity certification so it didn’t
seem likely that there could be any
changes for Sloane’s Froglet,” she
says.
The breakthrough began in 2013
with a meeting of the key stakeholders organised by the Albury Conser-

“I think there is a real risk in doing
that as well as benefits,”
she says. “The benefit is
Dr Aleaxandra Knight speaking to children about
that the information you
the froglet
are learning gets widely
distributed to people who
may be able to make a
difference early on. But
the risk is that what you
are saying hasn’t been
through a peer review
process so it is always
possible that early results
could be discredited later
on.”
In line with her desire to
pass on new knowledge
about Sloan’s Froglet,
Alexandra spoke to a lot
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Dr Alexandra Knight sees community engagement
as a crucial component of her research work

vation Company. The organisation
is a key supporter of Alexandra’s
research and had provided $25,000
over three years to help her get her
message out to the wider community.
Alexandra also received $5000 from
Office of Environment and Heritage
to produce a booklet, based on her
early results, about the habitat of the
Sloane’s Froglet.
Riverina TAFE was one of the stakeholders at that stakeholder meeting.
“It immediately took action and
started to fence off Sloane’s Froglet
sites, doing its own monitoring and
talking about the froglet with its students and spreading the word so that
was fabulous,” says Alexandra.
“There were also individual landholders who really took on the message
and were keen to do something.
For example there is a landholder in
Corry’s Road who actively manages
his wetland for Sloane’s Froglet. He
has seen an increase in numbers
from five to double digits.”
Other examples of where Alexandra’s research has had a direct
impact are:
• In 2010 Corowa (now Federation) Council was putting a pipe
through a major Sloane’s Froglet
wetland habitat but after Alexandra meet with the council engineers, the decision was made to
bore underneath the wetland so
the habitat was undisturbed
• Corowa District Landcare and
Corowa Tree of Life Community
Garden, once they found out
that the froglet was in their area,
had several wetland planting and

Alexandra.

field days in 2013.
•
The community
garden then funded Alexandra to do an education
program with Corowa
Primary Schoolchildren
in 2015. (Many Corowa
school children can now
sing the Sloane’s Froglet
song [which Alexandra
wrote]).

of Environmental Science Alexandra
ensures all of her students know
about Sloane’s Froglet, which lives in
the wetlands on the Albury-Wodonga
campus.

“So there were these
individual site by
site improvements in
approaches as a result of
the information I’d made
publicly available,” says

Despite the research she has done,
Alexandra says there is still a lot we
don’t know about Sloane’s Froglet,
where else it might live in the landscape, how well it is doing….

OEH also put together a Sloane’s
Froglet Working Group.
“As a result of that, conversations
with Albury City Council developed
more substance and Sloane’s
Froglet has been considered in
recent housing development areas,”
says Alexandra.

“In 2010 no-one knew about it but
by 2015 certainly all SES students
knew about it,” says Alexandra who
is CSU’s first Early Career Development Fellow.

“One of the main things we discovered in my research is that it definitely moves between or amongst
wetlands within the breeding season
and between breeding seasons,” she
says. “We’ve found in other parts of
the world that spatial connectivity is
very important for frogs. So sometimes conserving one individual site
isn’t enough. You need to conserve
an array of sites.”

“This year a habitat area within a
new housing development at Thurgoona was specifically put aside to
be protected and managed for the
benefit of the froglet. On the other
side of that there are still Sloane’s
Froglet wetlands that I drive past
and see a bulldozer in…so we’ve
won some, and we’ve lost some. It is
really a matter of seeing what happens now.”

While we still need to know more,
Alexandra is pleased that the new
information she has produced has
become mobilised in the community.

Alexandra says she had to refrain
from her “advocacy work” in the end
so as to be able to complete her
PhD. “While it is a great thing to do,
for an early career researcher there
is a real tension between trying to do
your research and also engage with
the community,” says Alexandra.

*Alexandra also received a $1500
grant in 2011 from the National
Geographic Society to investigate
what was thought to be other colonies of Sloane’s Froglet in Northern
NSW. However it looks as if they
are another species of frog. Further
research is being done by the Australian Museum and herpetologist
Phil Sparkes. “The insight we have
had from my research has started
this whole new journey of discovery
about the different Crinia species
in NSW and that’s exciting,” says
Alexandra.

However once she graduated she
continued her community engagement work (Friends of Yackandandah Creek, Corowa & District
Landcare group, Bethanga Landcare
Group). Last year she spoke to
Federation Council employees about
how they could better manage their
roadsides and parks for frogs, and
assisted Friends of Yackandandah
Creek with habitat restoration and
signage. As a lecturer in environmental management with the School

“People have taken it on and it has a
life of its own,” she says. “If you can
say here is my new information and
it’s been taken on and the community is running with it, I think that is a
really good measure of impact.”

Brochure on Sloane’s Froglet
Sloane’s Froglet Interim Habitat
Guide & Management Recommendations.
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Contributions
A lifestyle change
After 25 years, Professor Gary Luck
is saying goodbye to academia for a
lifestyle change that will see him put
in practice and “live” much of what
he has researched over the years.
Ecologist Gary, and his partner,
Associate Professor Gayle Smythe
(Associate Dean of Research,
Faculty of Science), have moved to
a 30.8Ha property near St. Marys in
Tasmania.
The property includes a 18Ha covenanted forest of Brooker’s Gum
(Eucalyptus brookeriana), a threatened community which is very rare in
southern Australia. It is also home to
the blind velvet worm (Tasmanipatus
anophthalmus), an endangered species, and supports other threatened
fauna such as Eastern-barred bandicoots and Spot-tailed Quolls.
“The blind velvet worm is endemic
to a small region around St Marys,
so it’s nice to be able to protect its
habitat,” says Gary.
The balance of the property is a lightly wooded landscape where some
revegetation work has been done.
There is also a 220sq.metre orchard
and vegie garden which Gary and
Gayle plan to extend.

Professor Gary Luck and his partner Associate Gayle Smythe have moved to
Tasmania

more revegetation…,” says Gary.
All of which is very attractive for an
ecologist whose research interests
fall into two main categories:
• The relationships between biodiversity and ecosystem services
and the contribution of services
to human well-being; and
• The implications of socio-economic and human demographic
change for biodiversity conservation in urban and rural landscapes

Gary is no stranger to “switching
directions.” After spending the first
eight years of his working life with
“We hope to live off the land, grow as the National Australia Bank, a trip to
much of our own food as possible,
Kakadu National Park in 1992 made
strengthen our bonds with nature,
him decide that he wanted a job
protect the forest, build a wetland, do
“where I could make a positive contribution to the
conservation and
Gary and Gayle’s new home at St Marys in Tasmania
management
of Australia’s
unique flora and
fauna and ensure
the continued
health of our
environment for
the good of all
species” (as he
said at the time
in an article in
Connections in
2009).
Gary obtained
his Bachelor of
Applied Science

from the University of South Australia
in 1995; his Honours at the University of Adelaide in 1996, conducting
one of the first studies in Australia
on the relationships between birds
and habitat edges in fragmented
landscapes; and his PhD from Edith
Cowan University in Perth, which
was on the impact of habitat fragmentation on the ecology and conservation of the Rufous Treecreeper.
Before joining the staff of CSU in
2003, Gary and Gayle spent two
years as post-docs at Stanford University in California. Gary worked on
a range of research projects including the conservation of avian frugivores in Costa Rica, and the relationship between human demographics
and biodiversity conservation.
Gayle, a biomedical scientist, worked
on research related to understanding
and treating muscular dystrophy.

Highlights are the students
Speaking about the “highlights” of his
years at CSU, Gary says, for him, it
has always been his students.
“That’s always been my greatest joy
and satisfaction, guiding my Honours, Masters and PhD students
through their projects and seeing
them graduate,” says Gary.
“That’s what has kept me going the
whole time and it is what I’ll miss the
most.”
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Gary has been involved in six major
and many other smaller research
projects over the past 14 years. The
major projects were:
Rationalizing biodiversity conservation in dynamic ecosystems
(RUBICODE). European Union 6th
Framework Programme. Led by the
University of Oxford with CSU as a
major partner. A$3M (2006-2009)
Sustainable Development in our
Backyard: Maximising Biodiversity Conservation Where People
Live. ARC Discovery Grant. Luck, G.
$323,000 (2007-2010)
Designing Landscapes to Deliver
Ecosystem Services to Agriculture. ARC Discovery Grant. Luck,G.
& Spooner,P. $255,000. (2009-2011)
Integrating conservation and
ecosystem service values in Australia’s catchments. ARC Future
Fellowship. Luck,G. $686,000.
(2010-2014)
Managing agricultural landscapes
to maximise production and
conservation outcomes: the case
of the Regent Parrot. Spooner, P.,
Watson, D. & Luck, G. ARC Linkage
grant project with Select Harvest
and NSW OEH, $501,000 (20082013)
Predicting the delivery of ecosystem services in agriculture landscapes. Luck, G. (2014-2017) ARC
Discovery grant, $360,000. (Update)

“I hope I’ve made a reasonable
contribution to our understanding of
ecosystem services,” says Gary. In
particular he mentions the work he
did with RUBICODE which involved
working with researchers from 23
different institutions, collaborating on
various papers and projects.
“I really enjoyed that,” he says. “I
think the work helped to guide a lot
of research and policy in Europe
in relation to the management of
ecosystem services. That work
led to my ARC Future Fellowship
which involved collaborating with
colleagues at Stanford University
and the University of British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver. I particularly enjoyed the collaboration with
Professor Kai Chan at UBC, which
involved novel work on identifying
and managing ecosystem services
across broad scales, and examining
the underlying ethics of the ecosystem services concept.
“I guess the most fulfilling thing in
terms of my own personal research
has been the interdisciplinary work
I’ve done with ethicists, social
researchers, economists and others,
trying to tackle really complex problems from a diversity of perspectives.”
Gary is particularly proud to have
been involved in a recent international collaboration that led to the paper
on ‘Why protect nature? Rethinking
values and the environment’ which
was published in PNAS in 2016.

Gary with PhD student Rebecca Peisley (who has submitted) and former PhD student Dr Manu Saunders at Manu’s
farewell morning tea in January this year

“Our paper was
about the kinds of
relational values that
characterize many
human-nature interactions such as the
human need to act as
stewards of important
natural places,” he
says.
“A lot of research on
ecosystem services,
including some of my
own work, has taken
a very economic
rationalist approach
to nature. This is
pragmatic, because
some people only
see value when it is

quantified in commercial or monetary
terms. However, this is only one
limited approach to valuing nature.
After this work, the PNAS paper was
a joy to write because it celebrated
people’s love for nature that can’t be
measured in rationalist terms.
“I guess through my entire research
career, I’ve tried to examine different ways of understanding, protecting and valuing nature, and to
use these to reach out to different
members of society. People value
nature for different reasons. Moral
and ethical arguments, which have
been around for centuries, are not
enough in some cases. If they were,
we wouldn’t be in the midst of the 6th
greatest extinction event in Earth’s
history.
“I think some environmental scientists struggle with the fact that other
people don’t love nature as much as
they do – and that simply trying to
convince the non-believers otherwise
is all that is necessary and is the
most effective approach to protecting
nature. People who love nature need
to develop a detailed understanding of the diversity of human-nature
interactions, explore the various
reasons that people value nature,
and develop multiple arguments for
protecting nature.”
With this as his philosophy Gary has
ended up with a very diverse CV
with papers on all sorts of different
taxa and landscapes, and collaborations and writings across many fields
including ethics, economics, applied
ecology, landscape ecology, ecosystem services, agro-ecosystems etc.
“All I really care about is protecting
nature and I’ve just tried to tackle
that problem from a whole range of
different perspectives,” says Gary.
“Only one argument for protecting
nature is not going to cut it; we are
going to need a diversity of arguments.”
*Gary is not severing his association
with CSU. He has a five year Adjunct
position with the School of Environmental Sciences and intends to
supervise his graduate students for
at least another two years and “work
with my favourite collaborators from
time to time.”
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Professor John Blackwell

the following season’s planting.”

In 2007 when Professor John Blackwell (right) took on a position with
the University and the Institute as a
Professor of Innovative Agricultural
Water Technologies at 62 years of
age he probably thought it would
be a way of gently transitioning into
retirement after a 39 year career with
CSIRO.

The Happy Seeder which was built
at Punjab Agricultural University, in
Pakistan, was trialed on-farm during
2008-2010 at many locations in
the Punjab around Ludhiana and
Amritsar in Northwest India, and in
Western Uttar Pradesh covering the
three districts. Yield of these trials
were recorded and results showed
that a significantly higher grain yield
was achieved with the Happy Seeder
technology over conventional farmers’ practice.

Now, as he reflects over the last 10
years, it has been anything but that.
An agricultural engineer, John was
initially a member of was the Institute’s Water Systems Discipline
Group based at the former International Centre of Water for Food
Security at Wagga. However as
those associated with the Centre
moved on, John says he was “left
trying to tidy up unfinished projects”;
a task later taken over by Professor
Max Finlayson as ILWS Director.
“As a lot of what had to be done was
outside my skill range so we had to
get people in to do the work,” says
John. “However we’ve been successful. It has cost money but it has
been good for the University.”
Despite it not always being easy,
John has really enjoyed the last 10
years and says he has met many
interesting people.
“You’ve got to work outside your
comfort zones sometimes to challenge yourself,” says John who was
involved in projects throughout the
Murray-Darling Basin as well as
international projects in The Philippines, China, India, Africa and
Pakistan.
One such project was the $1.2M
Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research (ACIAR) project, Optimising canal and groundwater management to assist water
user associations in maximising
crop production and managing
salinisation in Australia and Pakistan. Project Details
“This project was brought to a very
successful final conclusion to the
extent that ACIAR has funded an
on-going project - a very positive
outcome for the University,” says
John who, in the end, was responsible for managing the project from the

Above, Professor John Blackwell

scientific viewpoint. Others involved
were Dr Richard Culas and ILWS
Adjunct Dr Jay Punthakey. (The
new project it led to is the $2.15M
Improving groundwater management to enhance agriculture and
farming livelihoods in Pakistan
project. Project details
Another major project, which John
led, was the ACIAR funded Finetuning the Happy Seeder technology
for adoption in Northwest India
(2007-2011) project.

Most successful invention

Field days, workshops, travelling
seminars and training sessions were
conducted over the life of the project
at many sites. The Happy Seeder
has come through a series of models
and is now a commercial reality. To
date manufacturers in Pakistan have
produced many hundreds machines
and uptake of the technology is
increasing.
The third major project that John
has been involved in, together with
Associate Professor Branka Krivokapic-Skoko, was the ACIAR funded
($544,000) Farm Power and Conservation Agriculture for Sustainable Intensification (FCASI) project
which was completed this year.
Project details
The project’s overall goal is to
improve access to mechanization,
reduce labour drudgery, and minimize biomass trade-offs in Eastern
and Southern Africa, through accelerated delivery and adoption of 2WTbased technologies by smallholders.
The project was implemented in

“The Happy Seeder is my most successful invention,” says John who
has been involved in the development over a number
of new agricultural
Below. John with a seeder adapted for a 2WD tractor
technologies over the
for the FCASI project
years.
“It allows the sowing
of wheat into complete
rice straw i.e. combine
harvested rice straw
which can be up to 14
tonnes per hectare.
“It is the end result of
a request from ACIAR
for a machine that
could sow into rice
straw removing the
need to burn the stubble in preparation for
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Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania and Zimbabwe
and including trialing
of existing and building new seeders suitable for two wheeled
tractors.
John says the project has shown that
the introduction of
small two wheel tractors to smallholder
agriculture was not
necessarily going
to encourage widespread adoption of
conservation agriculture.
“Because as soon
as a farmer gets one
of these tractors he
knows he can make
more money transporting water, people
and wood which is
what they are all
doing,” says John.

Above. Three colleagues together again- from left to right Adjunct Professor David Mitchell, Professor John Blackwell and Institute Director Professor Max Finlayson

“The tractors have
other ancillary uses such as pumping, grinding/milling, fodder chopping. Behind that conservation agriculture will come if these tractors are
adopted widely but it will take years.
Conservation agriculture is still not
adopted widely in the western world.
Australia and Canada do it a lot but
for different reasons.”
Other agricultural technologies John
has helped develop/been involved
with during his career include:
• the first plastic greenhouse in
Australia, together with Dr Keith
Garzoli;
• the vanguard of drip irrigation
research in the late 60s and
early 70s;
• with colleague Dr Nihal Jayawardane, a lateral move irrigator
which led to innovative Soil Slotting Technology, which transforms infertile sodic and acidic
subsoils;
• a land based sewage treatment
system invented by Dr Jayawardane called FILTER (Filtration,
Irrigated cropping, Land Treatment and Effluent Reuse) which
uses agricultural crops and
drainage;

•

and from FILTER a system John
invented to manage salt in the
landscape called Sequential
Biological Concentration (SBC)
which he believes should be
used wherever there is irrigation.

John, who is an ILWS Adjunct, is
retiring to farm beef cattle on his and
his wife’s properties at Mundarlo,
between Wagga and Gundagai on
the Murrumbidgee River, and at Grahamstown, near Adelong; and grow
petit verdot grapes on their property
at Yenda for their “Pentland Wine.”

*At a farewell morning tea in March
this year (pic below) , John had the
opportunity to catch up with colleagues who also worked at CSIRO’s
Division of Irrigation Research at
Griffith when he was there - Institute
Adjunct Professor David Mitchell who
became office in charge, as did John
in his last 14 years with CSIRO, and
Professor Max Finlayson who was in
his first post-doc position after David
had assessed his PhD thesis.
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Post-graduates
Harry Moore

dynamics of different habitats and
landscapes,” says Harry.
The project has attracted $78,000
in funding from DPAW (from offset
funds the department received from
as mining companies working in
the region) and a Holsworth Wildlife
Research Endowment of $5500.
“There is a lot of costs associated
in doing a project of this type just
because the Pilbara is so remote,”
says Harry whose study sites will
vary from year to year. Port Hedland
is the nearest town.

Former Melbourne Storm player
Harry Moore’s athleticism will certainly stand him in good stead as he
scrambles the rocky country in WA’s
Pilbara favored by the northern quoll
for his PhD study on the endangered
species over the next three years.
Harry, the recipient of an ILWS PhD
scholarship, began his PhD by distance in February this year. His principal supervisor is Dr Dale Nimmo
with co-supervisors Professor David
Watson, Dr Euan Richie (Deakin
University), Dr Leonie Valentine
(University of Western Australia) and
Dr Judy Dunlop from the Department
of Parks and Wildlife.
Originally from Hervey Bay in
Queensland Harry, now 23, moved
to Melbourne when he was 18 years
old to play in the Under 20s for the
Melbourne Storm, a Rugby League
team, and study part-time at university. Initially he studied sports science at Deakin University but soon
changed to a Bachelor in Biological
Science.
“I’ve always had a really strong interest in animals and their conservation,” says Harry who completed his
honors, supervised by Dale, on the
interactions between predators (dingoes, foxes and feral cats) and the
impact this has on small mammals
in the Big Desert in Victoria’s Mallee,
in 2015.
Harry moved to Perth this year
because of logistics involved getting
to the field sites for his study.

For this year’s field work Harry has
identified 24 landscapes spread
over 6000 square km. where he will
go out with a least one volunteer
and possibly DPAW staff to set up
camera traps.
“One if my sites will hopefully be
located on Yandeyarra country, south
of Indee Station,” says Harry. “They
have an indigenous ranger group
and I have expressed interest in
having them involved.”
Harry says his research will compliment the Pilbara Region Quoll Monitoring Program that Dr Dunlop runs.
For the past four year, populations of
northern quolls at 10 sites across the
Pilbara have been monitored yearly,
usually by live trapping.
“Part of my work will involve some of
those sites but I will be using different techniques and have a different
focus,” says Harry. “The majority of
my work will be done using camera
trapping. We will be moving from just
monitoring quolls to including preda-

ILWS PhD student Harry Moore with a
northrn quoll in the Pilbara, WA

tors as well as taking into context the
fire history, the composition and the
extent of the rocky habitat which is
where the quolls live. The Pilbara is
like a ‘desert with rocky islands’.”
So far this year Harry has made two
trips to the Pilbara to assist with the
monitoring program, ‘ground truth’
some sites, meet people and get a
feel for the environment. He has
also been doing a literature review
and, because he will be working on
a lot of mining leases, inductions and
training including 4WD driving.
He is really looking forward to a
“very exciting” project.
“One of the reasons I jumped
onboard was because of the opportunity to work with an endangered
marsupial, in really remote location,”
says Harry. “It’s exciting to work
with an animal that a lot of people
will probably
never get the
chance to
see.”

Left: Northern
quoll ((Dasyurus hallucatus)

“The main aspect of my research
is the interactions between quolls,
predators and fire - looking at the
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PhD News

‘Ecological responses of aquatic
vegetation communities to the
environmental water regime
developed for Lake Brewster’

Three of our new PhD students
were welcomed at a special morning tea at the Albury campus held
in February this year.
Present were Vu Vi An, Michael
Vanderzee and Matt O’Connell.
An, who is from Vietnam and on
an Australia Award scholarship,
is supervised by Dr Lee Baumgartner, Dr Wayne Robinson, Dr
Martin Mallen-Cooper (Fishway
Consulting Services) and Professor Ian Cowx (University of Hull,
UK). He is looking at on fish migration in the Mekong Delta.
Michael, supervised by Professor
Max Finlayson, Dr Jennifer Bond,
and Associate Professor Dr Jamie
Pittock (ANU), is looking at the
socio-ecological impacts of water
reform in the Murray-Darling Basin.
Matt who officially started last year,
is supervised by Dr Paul Humphries, Dr Keller Kopf, and Dr Nicole
McCasker and will be looking at taxidermied Murray Cod and environmental change in the Murray-Darling
Basin.
Both Michael and Matt are recipients
of ILWS PhD scholarships as is Distance Education PhD student Harry
Moore (story on previous page.)
Other new ILWS PhD students this
year are:
•

•

•

Helenna Mihailou, an Honours
student from last year, who is
supervised by Dr Melanie Massaro and Dr Dale Nimmo. Helenna, a DE student, will be looking
at the effects of feral animals on
bird diversity around waterholes
in the Northern Territory.
Dale Campbell, supervised by
Dr Paul Humphries, Dr Nicole
McCasker and Dr Michael Reid
(UNE) who has a new topic
“Reconstruction of palaeoenvironments of river floodplain
wetlands”.
Daniel Lander, supervised by Dr
Angela Ragusa and Dr Andrea
Crampton. His topic is “The
anti-vaccination movement and
science communication.”

L to R; Matt O’Connell, Vu Vi An and Michael
Vanderzee

Eligible to graduate this year:
Xiaoying (Sha Sha) Liu, whose
thesis is titled ‘Applying a Transdisciplinary Approach to Improve
the Understanding of Current and
Future States of Inland Ephemeral
Wetlands: An Australian Case Study’
and whose principal supervisor was
Professor Max Finlayson.
James Dyer, whose topic is ‘The
role of movement in explaining
the distribution of riverine shrimp.’
James’ principal supervisor was Dr
Paul Humphries.
Zsofia Psalfi, whose topic is ‘The
influence of soil disturbance on seed
dispersal by ants in roadside environments in southern NSW, Australia’
and whose principal supervisor was
Associate Professor Peter Spooner.
Submissions this year include:
Rebecca Peisley, principal supervisor is Professor Gary Luck, whose
thesis is on ‘Cost-benefit trade-offs of
bird activity in agroecosystems’
Kylie Singh, principal supervisor
Professor Robyn Watts, whose
thesis is on ‘Ecology of the Macquarie Turtle (Emydura macquarii
macquarii) in Australia’s MurrayDarling Basin: Are freshwater fish
an effective ‘umbrella taxa’ for turtle
conservation?’
Carmen Amos, whose principal
supervisor is Dr Skye Wassens. Her
thesis is on ‘Response of frogs to
environmental factors on a range of
scales in the Lachlan Catchment of
NSW’
Adrian Clements, whose principal supervisor is Professor Max
Finlayson, and whose thesis is on

Jess Schoeman, whose principal supervisor is Associate
Professor Catherine Allan, and
whose thesis is on ‘Optimising water management in the
Anthropocene? A case study of
adaptive governance in a subcatchment of the Murray-Darling
Basin’
Cecile Van der Burgh, whose
principal supervisor is Associate
Peter Spooner, and whose thesis
was on ‘Connectivity conservation
management in practice’
Moragh Mackay, whose principal
supervisor is Associate Professor
Catherine Allan, and whose topic is
‘Social learning and innovation in
regional natural resource governance’
Samantha Strong, whose principal
supervisor is Associate professor
Catherine Allan, an whose topic is
‘Exploring paradoxes of native vegetation management in south east
Australia in the early 21st century’
Renewable
Energy Congress
PhD student, Bharat
Poudel
(left) who is
undertaking
a PhD on the
topic “Identification of
Criteria for
Sustainable
Operation of
Distributed
Electricity
Generation in
Remote Areas of Nepal” presented
a paper at the World Renewable
Energy Congress XVI in Perth in
February.
Bharat’s paper was titled, “Criteria
for sustainable operation of off-grid
renewable energy services” which
fitted perfectly with the theme of the
congress “Transition towards 100%
renewable energy”. (cont next page)
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Publications

An objective of Bharat’s
PhD is to examine problems encountered with
current off-grid systems in
the developing world, and
develop criteria that will
ensure the sustainable
operation of off-grid renewable energy services. He
will be analysing off-grid
systems, such as microhydro plants constructed in
Nepal and also be reviewing various aspects of their
operation.

Journal Papers
Pearce-Higgins, J., Brown, D.,
Douglas, D., Alves, J., Bellio,
M., Bocher, P., . . . Verkuil, Y.
(2017) A global threats overview
for Numeniini populations: Synthesising expert knowledge for
a group of declining migratory
birds. Bird Conservation International, 27: 6-34. doi:10.1017/
S0959270916000678
Above. Liz Znidersic setting up her recording equip-

The research will employ
ment at Oak Ridge Reservation.
multiple correspondence
analysis to test for causaldetermine the presence of species,
ity between project attributes and
but also to confidently infer absence.
their performance using a consistAs a result of the investigation, the
ent data set and methods based on
first ever record of a purple gallinule
significant samples. The outcomes
(Porphyrio martinicus) on the Oak
of the study will be instrumental in
Ridge Reservation was recorded by
terms of designing off-grid RE plans/
a camera trap. This species is mainly
programs and supporting mechaa bird of southern coastal areas in
nisms. Bharat’s principal supervisor
the USA and only rarely seen out
is Professor Kevin Parton.
of that range. This is the 232nd bird
species to be documented on the
Discovery of secretive wetland bird
Oak Ridge Reservation since 1950,
ILWS PhD student Liz Znidersic
and believed to be the first Roane
spent 5 weeks during May/June in
County record.
East Tennessee, collaborating with
Kelly Roy from the US Department
Additional data collected with
of Energy - Oak Ridge National
acoustic sensors will be further anaLaboratory. They are investigating
lysed by Liz and collaborators from
occurrence of migratory and resident
Queensland University of Technolwetland bird species.
ogy. These data will be analysed by
automated reviewing techniques to
Secretive wetland birds such as
determine whether the purple galrails and bitterns can be extremely
linule was breeding on this site.
difficult to detect, therefore the collaboration was useful to not only
*Liz’s discovery of the purple gallinule was
Below. Sarah Darling and Liz Znidersic deploying monitoring equipposted on
ment on the Oak Ridge Reservation, Tennessee
the Oak
Ridge
national
Laboratory’s web
site https://
www.ornl.
gov/news/
fowl-playcaughtfilm and
attracted
more than
1400 views
on Facebook in
nine hours.
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Antonopoulos, P., Villar, O., Cottle,
D., Ahmed, A. (2017) Somalia: Turkey’s Pivot to Africa in the Context
of Growing Inter-imperialist Rivalries. The Journal of Comparative
Politics, July, (Ljubljana) 1-35

Books

Watts, R., Kopf, R., McCasker, N.,
Howitt, J., Conallin, J., Wooden, I.,
Baumgartner, L.J. (2017 Online)
Environmental flows from irrigation
canal escapes increase dissolved
oxygen and prevent fish mortality
during a large hypoxic blackwater
event. Environmental Management.

This original book is the first comprehensive integration of political theory
to explain indigenous politics. It
assesses the ways in which indigenous and liberal political theories
interact to consider the practical
policy implications of the indigenous
right to self-determination.

Gofton, A.W., Waudby, H.P., Petit,
S., Greay, T.L., Ryan, U.M., & Irwin,
P.J. (2017) Detection and phylogenetic characterisation of novel
Anaplasma and Ehrlichia species in
Amblyomma triguttatum subsp. from
four allopatric populations in Australia. Ticks and Tick-borne Diseases.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
ttbdis.2017.05.009

Providing opportunities for indigenous peoples to pursue culturally
framed understandings of liberal
democratic citizenship, the author
reveals indigeneity’s concern for
political relationships, agendas and
ideas beyond the ethnic minority claim to liberal recognition. The
implications for national reconciliation, liberal democracy, citizenship
and historical constraints
on political authority are
explored. He also shows
that indigeneity’s local
geo-political focus, underpinned by global theoretical
developments in law and
politics, makes indigeneity a movement of forward
looking transformational
politics.

Above: Amblyomma triguttatum

Watkins, S., Baldwin, D., Waudby,
H.P. & Ning, S. (2017) Managing rain-filled wetlands for carbon
sequestration: a synthesis. The
Rangeland Journal.

http://www.publish.csiro.au/rj/pdf/
RJ16077
Waudby, H.P. & Petit, S. (2017)
Thermoregulatory value of soil-crack
shelters for small vertebrates during
extreme desert conditions. Integrative Zoology.
doi: 10.1111/1749-4877.12225   

O’Sullivan, D. (2017) Indigeneity: A
politics of potential Australia, Fiji and
New Zealand. PolicyPress Bristol
University

Pawar, M., Hugman, R.,
Alexandra, A., Anscombe,
A.W.B. (Eds.) (2017)
Empowering Social workers. Virtuous practitioners. Springer
http://www.springer.com/gp/boo
k/9789811038082#otherversi
on=9789811038099
This book demonstrates the central
role of ethical character in effective
social work practice. Showcasing
select biographies of social workers,
it reveals how skilled practitioners
have developed such core virtues
as compassion, love, commitment,
prudence, respect for human dignity
and a critical sense of social justice
through the course of their working
lives, and how they apply these virtues in a wide variety of settings and
situations to enhance the well-being
of the people and communities they
work with.

ful and inspiring resource to help
educators, students and practitioners understand the unbreakable link
between what social workers and
other social welfare and social development professionals do and who
they are, and thereby cultivate core
qualities that should be promoted

Book Chapters
Onodu, B. C and R. J. Culas (2017)
The Role of Cassava Production in Improving Food Security in
Delta State of Nigeria - Chapter
1, In: Jonathan, W (edited) Food
Security: Threat Factors, Policies
and Challenges, Nova Science
Publishers, Hauppauge, NY, USA.
p.p. 1-33. 978-1-53612-256-5.
https://www.novapublishers.com/
catalog/product_info.php?products_
id=62678&osCsid=
Villar, O. (2017) Foreword in Antonopoulos, P. & Cottle, D. Syria: The
Hegemonic Flashpoint Between Iran
and Saudi Arabia, Vij Books, New
Delhi
http://www.vijbooks.com/
BookDetails/684/Syria-TheHegemonic-Flashpoint-between-Iranand-Saudi-Arabia?

Conference presentations
and proceedings
Black, R. (2017) Researching tour
guides and guiding: Mapping the
past, charting the future. International Research Forum for Guided Tours
Conference, Rosekilde University,
Copenhagen, Denmark, March 15-18

(Keynote presentation)

Onodu, B. C., Culas, R. J and E. U.
Nwose (2017) Health Values of Cassava Compared to Wheat and Yam:
A Critical Review of Carbohydrate/
Fibre and Fat/Fibre Ratios, Proceedings of Sixth International Conference on Research in Chemical,
Agricultural & Biological Sciences,
Singapore, March 27-30, 2017. P.
197-199. ISBN: 978-81-933894-0-9
Poudel, B. (2017) Criteria for sustainable operation of off-grid renewable energy services. Presented at the
World Renewable Energy Congress
XVI, in Perth, WA, February 5-18
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Znidersic, E. (2017) Camera traps
are an effective monitoring tool
for low detectability species-tales
of rails. Australian Mangrove and
Saltmarsh Network Conference in
Hobart, Tasmania, March 20-24

Biennial Report 2015/2016

A recent report by the Wentworth
Group of Concerned Scientists
argues that there is no conclusive
evidence, after five years, that the
plan is effective. The report’s authors
believe that an extra 450GL of water
a year needs to be recovered to save
the basin.

Posters
Znidersic, E. (2017) Camera traps
are an effective monitoring tool for
low detectability species-tales of
rails. Poster presentation at the Australian Mangrove and Saltmarsh
Network Conference in Hobart,
Tasmania, March 20-24

Thesis
Manning, A. (2017) Gambling with
Public Policy: Public Policy Making
in Victoria, 1991 -2002. PhD Thesis
Monash University DOI:
https://doi.
org/10.4225/03/58e2f22388ff7

The Biennial Report detailing the
Institute’s research, engagement
and achievements for 2015 and
2016 is available now at
http://www.csu.edu.au/research/ilws/
publications/biennial-reports/Biennial_Report_15-16.pdf

Reports

Creative Works

Gonzalez, P., Spennemann, D.H.R.,
Allan, C. (2017) Itinerant Workers in nineteenth-century Australia.
A Survey of their Attributes, ILWS
Report 102

Janel, V. (2017) Into the light
- Fallen tree on Federation Hill
(Original), We love Photography
Exhibition, GIGS Art Gallery, AlburyWodonga

Spennemann, D. (2017) The
Japanese short-barrelled 12cm and
20cm dual purpose naval guns. Their
technical details, war-time distribution and surviving examples. ILWS
Report 104
Watts, R., McCasker, N., Howitt,
J., Theim, J., Grace, M., Kopf, R.K.,
Healy, S., Bond, N. ( 2017) Commonwealth Environmental Water
Office Long Term Intervention
Monitoring Project: Edward-Wakool
Selected Area Evaluation Report,
2015-16 (PDF - 6.06 MB) Prepared
for the Commonwealth Environmental Water Office.
Punthakey, J. F., Culas, R., Baig, I.,
Khan, M. R., Riaz, M., Javed, M. &
Zakir, G. (2017) SRA for Handover
and Training of Surface-groundwater
and Econometric Models to End
Users in Pakistan.
Report to ACIAR (LWR/2015/011).
p. 88

reserved to restore the flagging river
system, the argument continues as
to whether this should be 2,750 or
3,200 gigalitres (GL) a year, and how
these savings can be achieved.

Opinions
This article appeared in The Conversation, June 30. It’s authors are
Institute Director Professor Max
Finlayson, Dr Lee Baumgarnter, and
Professor Peter Gell from Federation University. The article generated more than 86 comments. The
complete article, with accompanying illustrations can be accessed
at https://theconversation.com/
we-need-more-than-just-extrawater-to-save-the-murray-darlingbasin-80188

There is no doubt in our minds that
the Murray-Darling river system is in
crisis, and the Basin Plan was vitally
needed. But while we broadly agree
with the Wentworth Group’s report,
it’s a mistake to focus on water
volume alone.
Without giving equal attention to
improving water quality and building
critical ecological infrastructure, it’s
possible that increasing river flows
could actually harm the Basin.
What are we trying to recover?
We don’t really have much information on the state of the basin before
industrial development. Most knowledge is more recent, but we do know
that from about the 1920s onwards,
considerable volumes of water have
been removed. Few comprehensive
historic records of flora and fauna, let
alone water quality, are available.
While knowledge of the state and
significance of the ecology of the
river systems is scant, there is ample
evidence that increased levels of
nutrients, salts and, in particular,
sediments have adversely affected
the wetlands, main channels and
associated floodplains.

After a long and contentious public
debate, in 2012 Australia embarked
on a significant and expensive water
recovery program to restore the
Murray-Darling Basin’s ecosystems.

The records of fish that historically
lived in the rivers, billabongs and
wetlands also tell a cautionary tale.
These wetlands and rivers once
teemed with native fish. In 1915, a
single scoop of a 10 m seine net
would yield more than 100,000
native fish in a single wetland. There
were dozens of species at each site,
supporting a burgeoning fishery that
was considered inexhaustible.

Despite general agreement that a
certain amount of water should be

Since that time the basin has been
extensively developed. (more)

We need more than just
extra water to save the
Murray-Darling Basin
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The fishing industry expanded, forests were cleared, dams were built,
floodplains were blocked by levies,
water began to be diverted for irrigation, the demand for drinking water
increased and invasive species were
introduced.
But somewhere over the past 100
years we crossed a threshold where
the system stopped being able to
support native fish.
Nowadays, visiting the wetlands that
were historically packed with native
fish (all of which had huge cultural
importance to traditional owners), we
find mostly invasive species such as
carp, goldfish and weatherloach.
In some places, native species
that were once abundant have not
been seen in 40 years. The formerly
productive commercial fisheries, and
the livelihoods they supported, have
been shut down.
Our native fish are in trouble, and
unless urgent action is taken, many
face extinction within decades.
Rebuilding a complex system
The Basin Plan is underpinned by a
focus on river volume as the cause
of system degradation and subsequent recovery. But the system is
much more complex than that. Fluctuating levels of sediments, salts and
nutrients drive significant changes,
and so regulating river flows – which
carry these components from place
to place – fundamentally alters the
dynamics of main channels and
floodplain wetlands.
Over the last century, erosion has
filled the rivers in the Murray system
with mud. When this water flows into
the wetlands, this sediment builds
and blocks the light, killing the aquatic plants that support native fish.
Simply increasing the water flow
without addressing water quality runs
the risk of exacerbating this problem.
We therefore argue the first step in
river recovery is attending to water
quality.
The Murray-Darling Basin Plan
has focused very heavily on the
amount of water in the system; partly
because speaking in terms of volume

is easiest to demonstrate and understand. But the paleoecological record
reveals that water quality, at least
in wetlands, declined well before
human use of water changed the
river flows.
So if recovering water volume is a
critical target, it is equally important
that this water is of good quality.
Recent experience with blackwater
events, in which oxygen levels drop
so low that fish suffocate, highlights
this need. Even water of the wrong
temperature, known as “thermal pollution”, can cause real harm. Wintertemperature water, for example, can
prevent fish from breeding if it occurs
in summer. Bad water quality will
simply not provide good ecological
outcomes.
A century of engineering development has fundamentally changed
the basins rivers in a way that does
not support native fish or the original
ecology in general. Even if the recovered water is of high quality, we will
need to take other steps to achieve
tangible outcomes. Thus we need
“complementary measures”, which
augment the benefits of increasing
river volumes. These include:
•

•
•
•
•

•

Mitigating thermal and other
pollution to ensure the water
temperature and overall quality
is adequate,
Building fishways so that fish can
navigate dams and weirs,
Restocking threatened fish
species into areas they are no
longer found,
Controlling carp and other nonnative species that now dominate our waterways;
Building fish-friendly irrigation
infrastructure such as screens
on irrigation pumps or overshot
weirs; and
Improving habitat through
resnagging or controlling harmful
practices on flood plains.

Another measure to improve the
basin’s waterways, the proposal
to release a virulent strain of carp
herpes, has raised debate over
whether it will neatly solve a major
environmental and economic problem or create further issues.
If implemented correctly, these
complementary measures are just

as important as water recovery and
improving water quality for meeting
the basin plan’s ecological targets.
Repairing a river system such as the
Murray-Darling is incredibly complex, and we must broaden our view
beyond simply thinking about water
volumes. Some of these extra steps
can also provide benefits with less
cost to the people who live and work
with the water. To achieve this we
suggest a staged program of recovery that allows the communities who
live in the basin more time to adapt
to the plan.

Other Conservation articles
Doherty, T., Wirsing, A.J., Dickman,
C., Nimmo, D., Ritchie, E. The
bark side: domestic dogs threaten
endangered species worldwide. The
Conversation May 2, 2017
Kopf, R.K., Nimmo, D., Humphries,
P. Widespread invasive species control is a risky business The Conversation May 24,2017
O’Sullivan. Why guaranteed Indigenous seats in parliament could ease
inequality. The Conversation, March
20, 2017
Rush, E. How do you remember a
rock god? The complicated legacy
of Chuck Berry. The Conversation,
March 20

Blog Posts
O’Sullivan, D. (June 7, 2017)
Indigenous people and a liberal
politics of potential. Policy Press
Blog, University of Bristol
https://policypress.wordpress.
com/2017/06/07/indigenous-peoplesand-a-liberal-politics-of-potential/
CONTACT

Margrit Beemster
Communications coordinator
Institute for Land, Water and Society
Charles Sturt University
Ph: 0260 519 653
Email: mbeemster@csu.edu.au
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AUSTRALIA
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